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Be here for investments
Your safety at work matters, especially to your family.

Be careful out there

wcf.com



Located in St. George, the Sunbrook master-planned 

community is just minutes away from miles of 

beautiful hiking & biking trails and shops & 

restaurants—all surrounded by the majestic scenery 

of Southern Utah. Whether as your new vacation 

retreat or primary home, the quiet seclusion of 

Sunbrook sets you apart from the ordinary and puts 

you close to life’s simple pleasures. 

• New View and Golf Course Homes Available 

• Custom Lots from $51,000 to $120,000

• Surrounded by Sunbrook Golf Course

Recreation Center  •  Pickleball  •  Indoor & Outdoor Pools  •  Hot Tub  •  Event Center  •  Tennis Courts

Sunbrook Sales Center
2240 W. Sunbrook Dr. #5
St. George, UT 84770

phone: 435-674-2900
email: sales@sunbrook.com
Tue – Sat: 10 AM – 6 PM

EXCLUSIVELY MARKETED BY

Sunbrook.com
learn more at

Close to Everything. Far from Ordinary.
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Oman \ Wright   801.369.2507
Woodland, Kamas, Vernon, and 
Grouse Creek, Utah

River View  
Ranch  

Holdings

7 Homes + Executive Estate  |  $45M

Maizlish \ Cregger   435.901.4309
8448 N Trails Drive
Park City, Utah

Privacy, Views 
and Top Quality 

Construction 

5 BD  |  7 BA  |  7,719 SF  |  $2,700,000 

Michael Swan   435.659.1433
8785 N Lookout Lane
Park City, Utah

Stunning 
Michael Upwall  

Family Retreat

6 BD  |  8 BA  |  9,415 SF  |  $8,650,000 

Cindy Corbin   949.903.3068
9079 Dye Cabins Drive
Park City, Utah

Ultimate Ski 
Views from this   

Mountain Home

3 BD  |  4.5 BA  |  4,132 SF  |  $2,495,000 

Cindy Corbin   949.903.3068
3016 Arrowhead Trail
Park City, Utah

Breathtaking 
Views from 

Sunset Ridge

5 BD  |  5.5 BA  |  6,391 SF  |  $2,295,000 

Cindy Corbin   949.903.3068
2943 Trading Post
Park City, Utah

Stunning Golf 
Sunrise Views  

in Promontory

3 BD  |  2.5 BA  |  2,377 SF  |  $1,397,000 

Mary Ciminelli   801.550.7563
3006 Mountain Ridge Court
Park City, Utah

Panoramic 
Views on  

Cul-de-Sac

4 BD  |  6 BA  |  5,988 SF  |  $2,300,000 

Molly Campbell   435.655.1208
985 Primrose Place
Park City, Utah

Modern Home 
Perched on the 

Glenwild Hillside

5 BD  |  7 BA  |  9,574 SF  |  $5,500,000 

Molly Campbell   435.655.1208
7633 Purple Sage
Park City, Utah

Glenwild's 
Finest, Ideal  

for Entertaining

5 BD  |  7 BA  |  11,576 SF  |  $6,670,000 

L I K E 
N O  O T H E R

S E L L I N G  U TA H ’ S  M O S T  D I S T I N C T I V E  P R O P E R T I E S

PARK CITY AND SURROUNDING

Additional Details in Collections Magazine
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Ryan Kirkham   801.450.0900
2110 Country Club Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah

Country Club  
Charmer

5 BD  |  3 BA  |  3,524 SF  |  $895,000 

Jim Anderson   801.860.6200
3497 South 5700 West
Wellsville, Utah

Romantic 
Victorian 

Hideaway

8 BD  |  6.5 BA  |  11,059 SF  |  $4,900,000 

Dave Maltby   801.735.8378
223 West Stone Brook Lane
Provo, Utah

Stone Gate's 
Finest, The 

French Chateaux

7 BD  |  9 BA  |  13,566 SF  |  $2,800,000 

View all of our listings at

SummitSothebysRealty.com

©MMXIX Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby’s International Realty® is a licensed trademark to Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates, Inc. Each office is independently owned and operated. Copyright© Summit Sotheby’s International Realty 2019

Scott Simpson   801.550.9328
1930 East 4675 South
Holladay, Utah

Merrilee Morgan   801.913.4046
1474 Sprindell Drive 
Provo, Utah

Mid-Century 
Contemporary 

in Holladay

Rare Provo 
Canyon Gem

6 BD  |  3 BA  |  3,556 SF  |  $850,000 

4 BD  |  4 BA  |  3,557 SF  |  $875,000 

Laurel Simmons   801.718.4681
2176 E High Ridge Lane
Sandy, Utah

Timeless 
Colonial  

Home in Sandy

6 BD  |  4.5 BA  |  6,045 SF  |  $875,000

Mandy Bullock   801.548.2607
12433 N Wildflower Lane
Highland, Utah

Luxurious 
Home in Twin 

Bridges Estates

7 BD  |  6 BA  |  7,440 SF  |  $1,200,000 

Thomas Wright   801.652.5700
4392 Zarahemla Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah

Premier 
Building Lot  

in Olympus Cove

3 BD  |  3.5 BA  |  3,596 SF  |  $850,000 

Thomas Wright   801.652.5700
1027 Oak Hills Way
Salt Lake City, Utah

Unique 
Opportunity  

in St. Mary's

6 BD  |  3.5 BA  |  4,464 SF  |  $875,000 

SALT LAKE AND SURROUNDING



fabianvancott.com

With a 100-year legacy of serving the community, Fabian VanCott has been making Utah
a better place since before sl iced bread became toast on countertops across America. From
Harold Fabian’s efforts founding beloved Utah landmarks l ike Dead Horse Point to extensive

pro bono work for countless cl ients, we’re proud of our century-long commitment to
giving back—both in and out of the courtroom. 

Pop-Up Toaster
Charles Str ite, 1921

THINGS WITH FEWER
YEARS OF SERVICE THAN 

FABIAN VANCOTT:
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PHOTO CONTEST

Lumin Publishing and Pictureline are pleased to sponsor a photo 
contest. The theme of the contest is “In My Own Backyard.” 
Enter the contest by submitting your pictures of the Idaho, Utah 
or Wyoming region by adding a #picturelinephotocontest on 
Instagram. First, second and third place winners will be featured 
in the September/October 2019 issue of Community magazine and 
will receive a Pictureline gift card for $250, $150 or $50. There is no 
limit to entries per participant; improve your chances by submitting 
multiple entries by midnight on July 28, 2019. Winners will be 
announced Sept. 2, 2019 on Instragram. All winners must pick up 
their gift cards by Oct. 25, 2019.

All entrants retain the copyright in and to the photographs that they submit. By entering this 
contest, all entrants grant Lumin Publishing and Pictureline the irrevocable, perpetual, worldwide 
right to reproduce, distribute, publicly display and publish all photograph entries in connection 
with Community magazine and Community magazine’s websites, social media and other materials. 
Community magazine does not need to obtain additional consent from entrants relating to, or to 
notify entrants prior to, the use of any submitted photographs. Lumin Publishing will credit the 
photographer. In addition, Lumin Publishing reserves the right to edit captions.

In My Own Backyard

SPONSORED BY



UNLIKE ANY OTHER

City Creek Living homes are the perfect combination of elegance and beauty, providing sophisticated 

comfort in an intimate community. These classic homes boast breathtaking views, spacious living spaces 

and designer finishes. Conveniently located in downtown Salt Lake City, City Creek is just steps away from 

shopping, dining and Utah’s finest entertainment. Now is the time to make City Creek Living your home.

99 WEST  •  R ICHARDS COURT  •  THE REGENT

CityCreekLiving.com

Call today to schedule a tour.
 801.240.8600  |  99 West South Temple, Suite 100  |  Office Hours: Mon-Sat 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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Editor’s Note

I need to preface everything you are about to read by saying that I am not 
a camper. I never have been. That’s not to say that I don’t enjoy camping 
on occasion. I am, after all, an Eagle Scout, so I can hold my own in the 
great outdoors. However, given the choice between a hotel bed and a 
sleeping bag on top of a foam pad, I’ll almost always choose the hotel.

During our children’s lifetime, I can count on one hand the number 
of times we camped as a family. And at least one (maybe two) of those 
camping experiences was in my father-in-law’s backyard, so I don’t 
know if that counts.

Some years ago, a group of families from our neighborhood decided to 
go camping. From the moment we arrived at the designated campground, 
it was clear we were novices. The first clue was when we asked one of 
our neighbors for a pocket-knife to open the box to our new tent.

Rob Brough
Executive Vice President
Corporate Marketing and Communications

Rob Brough "camping" in his backyard.

Once the box was successfully opened, we began 
setting up our temporary shelter. With a full set of 
instructions in hand and the “help” of our children, we 
made relatively quick work of assembling our tent.

As the kids ran off to play with their friends, my wife 
and I were left to inflate the air mattresses and organize 
the tent. After about 20 minutes of huffing and puffing, 
we had our beds blown up and ready to put in the tent.

In a state of extreme lightheadedness from this process, 
we noticed that our neighbors’ campsites were all set 
up, complete with multiple tents, comfortable camping 
chairs, Camp Chefs and tarps, and they were beginning to 
prepare their evening meal. A fire was blazing, vegetables 
were being chopped and meat carefully prepared. 
Someone was assembling a Dutch oven peach cobbler.

Again, embarrassed by our camping inexperience, 
I asked my son to run to the car to grab our bags of 
Kentucky Fried Chicken and the soft drinks we picked 
up at a convenience store on our way up the canyon.

With dinner finally out of the way and all evidence 
of our carefully prepared KFC properly disposed of, 
we enjoyed an evening of fun with our neighbors. We 
roasted marshmallows and made s’mores (we actually 
remembered to bring chocolate bars and graham 
crackers). Then it was time to head to the new tent for a 
comfortable night’s sleep.

Needless to say, our night in the tent included just 
about everything but sleep. First, we were too hot  
and then we were freezing. Jackman started out on one 
side of the tent and ended up on the other. Olivia wanted 
to sing all night and Jordan wanted to tell scary stories. 
We all began the night lying north and south and found 
ourselves facing east and west by the time morning came.

We “woke up,” packed up camp, had a granola  
bar for breakfast and headed for home. The kids 
couldn’t stop talking about how much fun they had 
sleeping outside.

Fast forward to the other day when Jackman asked if 
I would join him on his weeklong scout camp. I admit 
my first thoughts were of the disastrous campers we’d 
been nearly 10 years ago. But then I remembered the 
wonderful memories we made. I think I’ll plan to join 
him … at least for a night or two.

If you’re one of those people who love the outdoors 
and plan to camp in the Uinta Mountains this summer, 
see our article on visiting the beautiful Mirror Lake 
Scenic Byway on p. 43.



POWER TO THE
 POLLINATORS.

This summer at Thanksgiving Point, we’re celebrating the creatures that bring life to entire ecosystems—more or
less by accident. From daily pollen feedings in the Bee Classroom to special pollinator-themed Tales for Tots,
you’ll learn about the monumental difference a simple sip of nectar can make, and meet hundreds of other

incredible animals to boot.

thanksgivingpoint.org



Established over 30 years ago, Strong & HanniÕs Business & Commercial Litigation Group 

provides full legal services in a wide range of disciplines including, corporate representation, 

litigation, contract drafting and negotiation, mergers and acquisitions, employment, real estate, 

securities, tax and estate planning. With a such a wide range of business and personal legal 

services, we represent both public and private companies and individuals. We have watched 

our clients grow and have assisted them in developing into successful enterprises of all sizes.

UTAHÕS PREMIER BUSINESS & LITIGATION GROUP.

strongandhanni.com



IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY 
TO LEARN TO SAVE

In the Community

Teach Children to Save Day

By Don Milne
Photos courtesy of Zions Bank

For more than 20 years, Zions Bank employees have visited K-12 
schools throughout Idaho and Utah to celebrate Teach Children to 
Save Day. Recently, more than 100 Zions Bank employees taught 
thousands of students lessons, such as the difference between needs 
and wants, how to identify expenses and ways to cut spending. 

Established by the American Bankers Association Foundation in 
1997, Teach Children to Save and the foundation’s other financial 
education initiatives have reached 10.5 million young people through 
the commitment of more than 260,000 banker volunteers. 

Zions Bank President and CEO Scott Anderson encourages students to 
balance their personal budgets and avoid harmful personal financial habits. 

Students engage in hands-on activities about saving and spending choices 
during their interactive presentation with Utah Rep. Ben McAdams.

Far Left: To help students remember that 
money doesn’t grow on trees, Idaho Gov. 
Brad Little helps plant a tree at Hawthorne 
Elementary. 

Left: Students at Hawthorne Elementary 
pose with first grade teacher Katelyn 
Hammond, Gov. Little, Zions Bank 
relationship manager Jacqueline Hickman 
and Principal James Bright. 
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“Familiarizing students with financial education 
fundamentals at an early age puts them on a path to 
becoming smart money-managing adults,” says Rob 
Brough, executive vice president of Zions Bank’s 
Corporate Marketing and Communications division. 
“Teach Children to Save is a great opportunity for us to 
share our passion for financial education and to improve 
our local community.” 

Even Zions Bank President and CEO Scott Anderson 
gets involved. Last school year he teamed up with 
Utah Gov. Gary Herbert to teach students at Mary W. 
Jackson Elementary that money doesn’t grow on trees. 
This year, Idaho Gov. Brad Little and Utah Rep. Ben 
McAdams taught students how to save money.

Parents are a key resource to teaching kids about the 
benefits of saving. Zions Bank offers the following tips 
for raising money-smart kids:

• Set the example of being a responsible money 
manager by paying bills on time and being a 
conscientious spender and an active saver. Children 
tend to emulate their parents’ personal finance 
habits. 

• Talk openly about money with your kids. 
Communicate your values and experiences with 
money. Encourage them to ask questions and be 
prepared to answer even the tough ones. 

• Explain the difference between needs and wants, the 
value of saving and budgeting and the consequences 
of not doing so.

• Open a savings account for your children and take 
them with you to make deposits so they learn to be 
hands-on in their money management. 

• Let friends and family know about your child’s 
savings goal. They will be more likely to give cash 
for special occasions, which means more trips to 
the bank.

• Put the literacy in financial literacy. Encourage your 
children to read books that cover various money 
concepts. Not only will they become strong readers, 
but they will be smart money managers, too. 

• Invite Zions Bank to teach your kids. Every 
October, Zions Bank employees teach students for 
Get Smart About Credit Day. In April, our bankers 
are available to teach students for Teach Children 
to Save Day. Mark your calendar for next year and 
inform any branch that you’d like a lesson for your 
youth. They will make arrangements for a volunteer 
banker to come teach.

Saving does not come naturally for many people. By 
teaching kids at a young age, we help them develop 
healthy money habits to last a lifetime and enable them 
to achieve financial success. 

Zions Bank risk officer Emily Seare teaches kindergartners 
at Hayden Peak Elementary in West Jordan.

Zions Bank assistant relationship officer Mats 
Summerhays works with sixth graders at 
Ellison Park Elementary in Layton.

Kindergartners at Goshen Elementary receive a 
lesson in budgeting and saving from Zions Bank 
teller Aubrey Buys.
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Zions Bank technical analyst Cathy Olsen teaches fifth 
graders at Oak Hills Elementary School in Bountiful.



For Liz, motherhood 
started with miscarriage.

Healthcare

Visit www.Intermountain.Health to watch Liz’s story   

After her miscarriage, Liz worried she’d never be a mother. 

Now, she’s running after three kids. Intermountain’s caregivers 

helped support her through her healthcare journey. Everything 

we do is to improve the lives of everyone in our community.
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The Stories Behind the Storytelling
Timpanogos Festival 
Celebrates 30 Years
Thirty years ago, Karen Ashton set up three 
tents in her Orem, Utah, backyard beside 
a horse pasture next door. She invited 
friends, family and community members to 
the first Timpanogos Storytelling Festival — 
and reminded them to watch their step. 

By Natalie Hollingshead

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Storyteller Sheila Arnold  
engages the crowd at the 

Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.

Puppetss are used by performers 
to tell stories at the festival.
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From those humble beginnings, the festival has 
grown into an internationally known event attended by 
thousands. Eventually, the backdrop moved from her 
yard to the gorgeous Ashton Gardens at Thanksgiving 
Point (a nonprofit founded by Karen and husband 
Alan), and this Sept. 5-7 the three-day festival celebrates 
30 years of telling tales tall and small. 

Even though Ashton didn’t know exactly how the 
festival would unfold from the beginning, she always 
had the feeling it would be a success story. 

“I think storytelling is so close to the heart of all 
human beings,” she says. “It’s the way we put life 
together, it’s the way we daydream, it’s the way we hope 
and wish.”

Puppets are used by performers to 
tell stories at the festival.

Malawi's Pizza is one of many food options at 
the Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.

Dovie Thomason shares a story 
of "the wolf" at the Shivers in the 
Night portion of the Timpanogos 
Storytelling Festival.
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The Back Story
As parents of 11 children, Ashton and her husband 

have always been storytellers. But her formal 
introduction to storytelling festivals came when 
she attended the National Storytelling Festival in 
Jonesborough, Tennessee.

“I thought I was going to see little old ladies telling 
variations of ‘Little Red Riding Hood,’ but I was blown 
away,” she recalls. “I heard tales from Africa and the 
Yukon, from Greek mythology, stories about the Civil 
War and slavery. These personal stories were told in a 
way that remind us that we are members of the human 
race, and we have a great deal more in common than  
we think.”

Ashton was an Orem Public Library board member at 
the time and hosted the first storytelling festival to raise 
money for a children’s wing. Decades later, the event is 
a can’t-miss weekend for many families throughout the 
United States, Canada and around the world. 

“In our digital age, people have forgotten what it’s 
like to have someone spin a yarn and to be totally and 
absolutely captivated,” she says. “We’ve forgotten, 
because television and movies are so amazing. But the 
act of being told a story and developing the picture in 
your own mind is really addictive.”

Clare Murphy tells a story at the 
Shivers in the Night portion of 
the Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.

Joshua Creek performs at the Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.
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Not the Same Old Story
The festival falls under the umbrella of the 

nonprofit Timpanogos Storytelling Institute, which 
hosts other events year-round, including school 
storytelling programs and workshops, public concerts, 
and an annual conference.

During the festival, tellers take to the stage at 
venues across the gardens and share a huge variety of 
stories. The evening events are based on themes such 
as Bedtime Stories, Shivers in the Night, My Favorite 
Stories and Laughin’ Night.

To hear Ashton tell it, the talent is so phenomenal that 
the main difficulty is deciding where to listen first. 

“There is no way to see and hear all the stories that 
are going to be performed, so just make your choice, and 
sit back in your chair or cuddle up with your children if 
they’re with you, and just listen,” she recommends.

Although new talent takes the stage every year, many 
are repeat favorites from years past, including celebrated 
storyteller Donald Davis of North Carolina.  

“The Timpanogos Storytelling Festival is the most 
carefully programmed storytelling festival in the United 
States,” Davis says. “You can be guaranteed that the 
whole family will find fun, humor and excitement. It 
is a favorite festival for the tellers as well as those who 
come to listen.” 

Beyond entertainment, Ashton hopes hearing stories 
will spark memories from the past and leave people with 
a sense of importance for their own oral history.

“My fondest wish and greatest triumph would be 
to get people to write down their own stories and 
tell them to their children or pass them along in any 
way,” Ashton says. 

Joshua Creek performs at the Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.

Peaches and cream is a traditional treat at the Timpanogos Storytelling Festival.



NOW AVAILABLE – Located in the town of Hideout just 
outside of Park City, Deer Waters Resort is minutes 
away from the best attractions and outdoor recreation 
of Park City and Salt Lake.

D E E R  WA T E R S
    

R E S O R T

D E E R  WA T E R S
    

R E S O R T

A new neighborhood by 
Holmes Homes with views 
of the Jordanelle Reservoir 
and Deer Valley® Resort.

TOWNHOMES
Pricing from the High $600,000's

Melissa Goff  801.577.0884
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PRE- AND POST-WORKOUT TIPS
Optimize Your Exercise Routine

By Breanna Olaveson

Every good workout starts with a warmup and ends with a nice, easy 
cool-down. But what, exactly, should you do to warm up? Do you need 
to stretch during your cool-down? And what should you eat, both 
before and after your workout, for optimal health?

These questions can feel overwhelming and confusing. But many of 
the answers are easy to find. The tips below from Mat Gover, owner of 
EXL Fitness and Performance in Orem, Utah, can get you started.
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Pre-workout Tip: Eat — Or Don’t
Some people say you should always eat before 

exercising. Others say you should never exercise on a full 
stomach. In reality, the best eating habits — both before 
and after a workout — are those that work best for you.

“I have some folks who wake up and exercise first thing 
in the morning,” Gover says. “They get sick if they eat 
before they exercise. Other people get really lightheaded 
if they work out on an empty stomach. People need to 
experiment to find what works best for them.”

When it comes to when we should eat, misinformation 
abounds. “It used to be that you shouldn’t eat late at 
night, or that eating multiple times a day was better than 
eating fewer, bigger meals, but that’s not true,” Gover 
says. “A lot of it just comes down to experimenting and 
finding what works for you.”

Post-workout Tip: Consume Plenty of Protein 
Protein is an essential nutrient, and many people don’t 

get enough. It aids in muscle repair, which is important 
after a workout. It can keep hunger at bay and reduce 
your desire to snack on unhealthy foods, because the 
body uses more energy to break down protein than 
carbohydrates and sugars. 

Some people think a protein shake is essential after a 
workout, but Gover disagrees. 

“For the average person, drinking a protein shake right 
after a workout probably won’t make a big difference. It 
would be better to focus on lean proteins and fruits and 
vegetables for the rest of the day. If you’re a competitive 
athlete or body builder, that little bit of extra protein you 
get from a shake right after a workout could give you the 
edge over the competition that you need.”

Animal products, including meat, dairy and eggs, are 
great sources of protein, as are vegetarian proteins like 
quinoa, buckwheat, beans and lentils. 

Post-workout Tip: Get Plenty of Vitamins  
and Minerals

While you might think a multivitamin is the perfect 
way to get the nutrients your body needs, that isn’t the 
case. Vitamin and mineral supplements help compensate 
for some nutritional deficiencies, but you should ideally 
get most of the vitamins and minerals you need through 
the foods you eat. 

“Everyone has nutritional deficiencies, especially if 
they’ve been dieting,” Gover says. “A multivitamin can 
help fill those deficiencies, but for the most part, it’s just 
a Band-Aid solution.”

Instead, Gover suggests getting a blood test to reveal 
nutritional deficiencies. Then, if you can’t get enough of 
a certain nutrient from your diet, a specific supplement 
can help.  

Pre-workout Must: Dynamic Stretching
Recent research indicates that stretching a particular 

muscle before exercise won’t necessarily prevent it 
from being pulled or torn during exercise. But even so, 
stretching is still highly recommended.

“There are many forms of stretching, including static 
stretching,” Gover says. Static stretching is holding a 
challenging position for several seconds without moving. 
“One objective of static stretching is to lengthen 
a muscle. Dynamic stretching, which incorporates 
movement into the stretches, is ideal for preparing the 
body and muscles for activity.”
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It can be easy to assume that all real estate brokerages and sales associates are the same. Kerry looks at each 
moment as an opportunity to bring irreplaceable value to his clients. Luxury isn’t tangible. It isn’t a price tag. 
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The Art of Meal PrepThe Art of Meal Prep
When you’re a kid, food appears on the dinner 
table every night like magic. When you’re 
an adult, you (sadly) discover there is no 
dinnertime fairy. If you want to eat and feed 
your family well, you need a plan. Or you may 
end up grabbing burgers from a drive-thru 
window more often than your pocketbook and 
waistline can handle.

The basic elements of meal planning are 
universal: procure the food, figure out how 
to prepare it and then do it. There are myriad 
ways to execute those steps including 
subscribing to an online meal planning service, 
paying for a hands-on dinner prepping session 
in a commercial kitchen or testing your own 
DIY method. Try one, try all, but if you’re 
routinely stumped at mealtimes, try something. 
You can do this.

Getting Dinner on the Table

By Natalie Hollingshead
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DIY Meal Prep
The secret behind meal prepping at home is 

consistency. Designate one day of the week as your 
official meal-planning day. Take a quick inventory of 
ingredients on hand and look at your calendar to see if 
there are days you’ll need a slow cooker meal or food 
that can be eaten on the go. 

From there, choose your recipes. Some families enjoy 
having a theme, such as Taco Tuesday or Comfort Food 
Friday. Write ingredients on a grocery list. If the recipe 
requires a special ingredient, think about what you’ll 
do with the remainder, so it doesn’t turn into a science 
experiment in your fridge. 

To go a step further, set aside time to prep ingredients. 
This could be as simple as washing and chopping 
vegetables and grating cheese, or as elaborate as putting 
together entire meals.

Online Menu Planning Services
If you’ve grown weary of meal planning on your own, 

it may be time to outsource to an online service. Each 
business has its own twist, like paleo meals or picky-
eater approved dishes, but the gist is the same: Every 
week, you get a week’s worth of recipes with a shopping 
list. Services with local roots include Six Sisters Menu 
Plan and Sweet Peas Meals.

“For us it’s about encouraging families to cook 
together, to eat together at home and try new things,” 
says Salt Lake City-based Maria Lichty, blogger at Two 
Peas in Their Pod and co-founder of Sweet Peas Meals. 

The services come with a cost — for instance, Sweet 
Peas Meals is $16 a month — but Lichty says people 
save money as they cut down on eating out, repurpose 
ingredients throughout the week and grocery shop  
with a purpose. 

“It will save you money overall, and it’s healthier 
when you’re eating at home and controlling what 
goes into your body,” she says. “We also include ideas 
of little things you can do in advance to save time, 
without slaving in the kitchen making everything for 
the entire week.” 
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Sample plan from Sweet Peas Meals





Ready-to-Go Meals
Even with good intentions, there are days, weeks or 

even seasons of life when pulling together a meal at the 
dinner hour feels next to impossible. This is when a 
stock of ready-to-go freezer meals can be a real lifesaver.

You could put these together yourself or have 
someone else do the shopping, planning, prepping and 
clean up with an assembly service like Dream Dinners 
or Citrus Pear. With Citrus Pear, you prepay for 10-20 
healthy family meals and then show up at one of 16 
locations throughout Idaho and Utah and spend around 
two hours assembling meals, says founder and registered 
dietician McKenzie Rockwood of Smithfield, Utah.

“There’s a fun atmosphere,” Rockwood says. “A 
session can turn into a night out with friends, where 
people can go and have fun and still be productive.”

It’s economical, too — the cost is around $2.50 per 
serving, which is a lot cheaper than the drive-thru. Plus, 
Rockwood says, every location is run by a registered 
dietician that tailors menus to special dietary needs. 
Meal options change monthly and incorporate seasonal 
recipes and ingredients. And if you book a private class 
with 10 or more people, you get to pick the menu. 

“A lot of people say, ‘Oh, I could just do that on my 
own,’ but the percentage of people who actually do is 
quite small. And we know these recipes turn out. We’ve 
tested and tested them and we know they are good,” 
Rockwood says. 
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Photos of Citrus Pear meal 
assembling event at Macey's 
Grocery in Provo by Mary Harper.
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WASATCH SPRINGS
A New Neighborhood by Holmes Homes

Just Minutes from Park City
–

Pricing from the low $500,000's

wasatchsprings.com
Melissa Goff  801.577.0884

As an owner at Wasatch Springs you gain a slice 

of the highly sought after Park City lifestyle. With 

endless opportunities for outdoor recreation 

and incredible lineups for summertime concerts 

you’ll find yourself getting out with friends and 

enjoying Park City nearly every day of the week. 

From Wasatch Springs you are just minutes from 

the slopes of Deer Valley® and Park City, the trails 

at Round Valley and the shores of the Jordanelle 

Reservoir. A central location and an affordable 

price, what’s not to love?

Three and four-bedroom highly 

finished homes with low HOA 

fees and nightly rentals allowed.

The model home is open near 

Jordanelle Reservoir State Park:

1124 Cattail Court, Heber City 

Monday-Saturday, 11AM-5PM
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Golden SpikE
Sesquicentennial

Honoring the Transcontinental Railroad ‘As One’

By Natalie Hollingshead

Photos By Ian Matteson

A light wind kicked up dust as crowds gathered under a nearly cloudless sky to witness 
the completion of the First Transcontinental Railroad on May 10, 1869. A hiss of steam 

punctuated the air and smoke rose from the Jupiter and No. 119 engines. 
As the final golden spike was ceremoniously driven into railway ties to officially unite  

the Central Pacific and Union Pacific railroads, the telegrapher transmitted  
“D-O-N-E” to locations across the globe.
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Exactly 150 years later, tens of thousands gathered 
once again in remote and dusty Golden Spike National 
Historical Park at Promontory Point, Utah, for a 
reenactment of that historic event. But this time, 
attendees snapped pictures and recorded videos on their 
smartphones as the telegrapher tapped out his message. 
And, more importantly, this time around the previously 
ignored contributions of marginalized Chinese and Irish 
railway workers were lauded and the historical record 
set straight. 

A ceremonial wreath is placed on a section of rail to honor those who 
lost their lives while building the nation's first transcontinental railroad.

The Black Irish band performs at Promontory Summit on May 10, 2019.
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Utah Senator Mitt 
Romney rides 
aboard the Union 
Pacific 119 train.

Spike 150 Festivalgoers write 
where they will be in 50 years.

Utah Governor Gary Herbert 
drives in the Utah Spike.
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Setting the Story of the Rails Straight
Close to 40,000 people made the trek to Golden Spike 

for the sold-out, three-day Sesquicentennial Celebration 
and Festival on May 10-12. With the theme “As One,” 
the celebration focused on telling the whole story 
behind one of the most iconic and life-altering events in 
America’s history.

‘The transcontinental railroad is the story of 
America, for better or worse,” said keynote speaker 
Jon Meacham, a Pulitzer-Prize winning author and 
presidential scholar. “The story is not perfect, but then 
neither are we.”

Most historical reenactments focus on the 
accomplishments of the owners, who deserve credit 
but didn’t do the backbreaking work of laying the 
track, said Spike 150 board member Max Chang. 
Previously ignored were Chinese and Irish rail workers 
and Mormon graders, whose ancestors felt the sting of 
omission at the 100th anniversary in 1969.

“We wanted to widen the lens of history beyond just a 
champagne photo, because there is so much more to the 
story,” Chang said. “This ceremony is finally the first in 
history to be so inclusive and to really tell the full story.”

Dignitaries, officials and thousands of visitors from 
49 of the 50 states and six continents witnessed a 
reenactment that included Irish and Chinese workers 
who ceremoniously laid the last rails and heard from 
Mecham and Chinese American writer and historian 
Connie Young Yu.

More than 80 credentialed media organizations 
attended, with follow-up stories in major media outlets 
including The New York Times and BBC.

“This was far more than just a local interest story,” 
Spike 150 Chair Doug Foxley said. “How wonderful 
that we can celebrate something that brought us all 
together. It was pretty amazing what a diverse group of 
outcasts were able to accomplish. I think at this time 
right now, where there is such discord and dysfunction 
in the country, people are happy to be celebrating 
something that brought us together.”

Dignitaries unveil 
the new sign for the 
Golden Spike National 
Historical Park, which 
was designated in 
March 2019.

Historian and Chinese railroad worker descendant  
Connie Young Yu speaks of the contributions of the Chinese 
in building the nation's first transcontinental railroad.

An estimated 20,000 spectators join the 
May 10 celebration at Promontory Summit.

Actors perform the world premiere of  "As One," a new musical imagining the 1869 event.
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Celebrating as One
Even though joining the railroads was an American 

event, many international visitors were moved by the 
celebrations, which included the world premiere of 
“As One,” a musical-theater reimagining of the 1869 
event, complete with “Newsies”-esque song-and-dance 
numbers, and a Chinese dragon dance. 

One of Foxley’s favorite moments was when 150 
schoolchildren from across Utah’s 29 counties sang 
a Kurt Bestor arrangement of “The Star-Spangled 
Banner,” while daytime fireworks exploded in the  
sky and four jets did a flyover. He was sitting next  
to the Irish ambassador’s wife, who teared up  
during the song. 

“She literally starts to cry and looks at me and says, 
‘Doug, I’m emotional and I’m not even American,’” he 
recalled. “It was an amazing moment, a high of highs.”

The May 10 ceremony was livestreamed to homes 
and classrooms throughout the state, so even those who 
couldn’t make it to rural Box Elder county could witness 
the celebration. 

For those who visited in person, there was the  
Hell on Wheels frontier village and STEM Innovation 
Summit area to explore. The gift shop was a big hit  
with souvenir hunters, and a U.S. Postal Service pop-
up tent selling commemorative stamps was another 
important stop. 

All in all, Foxley and other Spike 150 members believe 
the two-and-a-half years spent planning the event were 
well worth the effort.  

“I think we went a long way in accomplishing what 
we set out to do, in bringing a lot of wonderful diverse 
cultures and people together in a harmonious way,”  
Foxley said. 

Chang adds: “We from diverse backgrounds can 
accomplish great things when we work together.” 

'Distant Thunder' by sculptor Michael Coleman is 
unveiled prior to the ceremony as a permanent piece 
to be placed at Golden Spike National Historical Park.

150 children from all 29 Utah counties 
sing as part of the Spike 150 Choir.

Irish and Chinese actors take part of the 
driving of the Golden Spike re-enactment.
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MIRROR LAKE 
SCENIC BYWAY

High Mountain Adventure

By Deanna Devey

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

From beautiful scenery of pine forests, mountain lakes and waterfall cascades to outdoor 
recreation like hiking, kayaking and fishing, the Mirror Lake Scenic Byway and Uinta-Wasatch-
Cache National Forest offer adventure for all ages and ability levels. 

Winding for approximately 80 miles through the Uinta Mountains from Kamas, Utah, to 
Evanston, Wyoming, the scenic byway is a favorite destination for locals and tourists alike. 

“It’s one of the top five busiest forests in the country,” says Brenda Bushell, customer service 
representative for the U.S. Forest Service’s Heber-Kamas Ranger District. “People from all over the 
country and all over the world come here.”

Mirror Lake
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Starting in Kamas means you’ll head east on State 
Route 150. The two-lane highway follows the Provo 
River while climbing into the Uinta Mountains. About 
30 miles up the highway is Bald Mountain Pass. At an 
elevation of approximately 10,700 feet, it’s the highest 
paved road in Utah. 

After the summit, the road descends to the highway’s 
namesake, Mirror Lake, and eventually to the 
Wyoming border.   

Because of its high elevation, the route is only open 
about half the year but provides a wealth of activities 
and sightseeing opportunities.

Mirror Lake
The iconic gem of the region is Mirror Lake, 

known for crystal-clear reflecting waters. There is a 
campground and picnic sites as well as a 1.5-mile trail 
and boardwalk around the lake. 

“It’s really pretty,” Bushell says. “Hikers of all skill 
levels can walk around the lake, and there are some fun, 
educational things for kids.”  

Just above Mirror Lake, the aptly named Bald 
Mountain reaches nearly 12,000 feet into the sky. An 
overlook at the mountain’s base provides panoramic 
views of the region’s peaks, ridges, lakes and trees. 

Hike to the summit to see even more. The trail is 2 
miles one way with an elevation gain of more than 1,000 
feet. “You’ll have a full 360-degree view as you hike the 
trail,” Bushell says. “In the Heber-Kamas Ranger District, 
up the Mirror Lake Highway, we have more than 400 
lakes. And from Bald Mountain, you can see a lot of 
them. It’s fun to hike up there and count them.” 

Just off the highway are countless other trailheads 
alongside streams, through forests and meadows, and 
ending at various lakes. Visit the U.S. Forest Service’s 
Heber-Kamas Ranger District website for a list of 
hiking trails. 

 

Tiger Trout is a local fish breed to the Uintas.

One of many unnamed ponds along the Mirror Lake Highway

Provo River Falls
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Mountain Recreation 
Mirror Lake and Bald Mountain are only two of the 

region’s many sights. Another popular spot is Provo 
River Falls, just off the main highway about 24 miles 
from Kamas. There are three different waterfalls with 
walkways to each. 

“The Provo Falls are fantastic,” says Grady Pace, 
Kamas resident and owner of Hi-Mountain diner. “There 
are some shallower areas our kids like to splash around in 
later in the year when the water isn’t as rough.” 

Other popular spots include numerous lakes for 
boaters and fishermen, the Crystal Lake trailhead for 
hikers, and Murdock Basin, Soapstone Basin and Spring 
Canyon for off-roaders. 

“There’s a recreation adventure for everyone,” 
Bushell says. 

While a fee is not required to drive the highway, you 
must purchase a pass to participate in the activities. 
Passes are available in Kamas at local stores, at the 
Heber-Kamas Ranger District office or at self-service fee 
tubes along the highway. Federal America the Beautiful 
interagency passes are also accepted. 

Ruth Lake

Reflection of Hayden Peak 
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Dining Options
The drive from Kamas to Evanston may take two to 

three hours through remote areas, so it’s a good idea to 
have a bite to eat before you depart. 

One option is the Mirror Lake Station Chevron on 
the corner of Main and Center in Kamas, known for 
its fresh doughnuts and apple, raspberry and blueberry 
fritters made from scratch. 

“The fritters are definitely our most popular item 
and what makes us famous,” says Kristin Wade, owner 
of the Mirror Lake Station. “They’re the size of paper 
plates. They’re huge.”

If you want one of the giant fritters, arrive early or 
place an order beforehand. The tasty treats often sell out 
before noon in the busy summer and fall seasons. 

Or step back in time at Hi-Mountain on Main Street. 
Founded in 1918, the diner/ice cream parlor/novelty 
store serves burgers, homemade fries and scones along 
with dozens of milkshake flavors.

“It’s cool because it’s old-fashioned and super eclectic,” 
Pace says. “It’s kind of like a dying breed, the Main Street 
pharmacy lunch counter. Even though we don’t have the 
pharmacy any more, we’ve kept that nostalgia.” 

Other dining options include Summit Inn Pizza, The 
Gateway Grille, Dick’s Burgers, Mirror Lake Diner, 
Tacos El Sombrero, El Jalisciense 2 and The Notch Pub. 

Mirror Lake

Gonburger from Hi-Mountain
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Fall Colors
While the drive is beautiful any time, it’s particularly 

enjoyable in the fall when the trees burst into an array 
of colors. Bushell recommends heading up the last two 
weeks of September.

“The colors are pretty unique,” Bushell says. “We get 
a lot of yellow aspens, but we also get some pinks and 
oranges I don’t see other places.” She suggests looking 
for the area’s one-of-a-kind aspens near the Shady Dell 
campground. You can also find colorful maples near 
Kamas and traditional aspens past Mirror Lake toward 
Evanston. 

“It’s picturesque with the pines and yellow aspens and 
oak areas with bright reds,” Pace says. “We get a lot of 
people in the fall who drive up just to see the colors.” 

Wildflowers near Mirror Lake
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TWIN FALLS
WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE NICE AND THE FUN IS ENDLESS

By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Selecting the perfect spot for your family vacation is generally based on what there is to 
do and see — not whether the people are nice or mean. But it deserves to be said that 
people in Twin Falls are awfully nice. And that makes all the fun stuff, well, even more fun.

Sunset on the Snake River at Shoshone Falls Park
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WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE NICE AND THE FUN IS ENDLESS
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Like fishing. We showed up in Twin Falls with 
brand new fishing poles not yet extricated from their 
pesky packaging. The nice front desk clerk at the Twin 
Falls Hampton Inn proffered a hardy pair of scissors. 
A firefighter watching us struggle offered to help, 
spending the next 10 minutes freeing the poles with 
his own knife and scissors. “Wow, people here are sure 
nice,” we said to each other. 

Once at Oster Lakes, we unsuccessfully tried to 
assemble the pole, fishing line and casting mechanism. 
In desperation, we prevailed on a nearby fisherman 
who cheerfully set aside his pole and attempted to 
undo our mess. We thanked him and returned to our 
fishing spot. Later, back in the car, my grandson said, 
“That guy was really nice.”

Following is a list of fun things to do in Twin Falls, 
along with accounts of the nice people who made the 
trip one of the year’s most memorable.

BASE Jumping Thrills and Chills
Watching BASE jumpers plunge 486 feet from atop 

the Snake River’s Perrine Bridge is awe-inspiring and 
terrifying — especially when standing alongside them 
on the bridge. The first one we saw took his time 
opening his chute, performing a flip first. Don’t watch if 
you have a weak heart. The fear and adrenaline are as 
intense as if it were you on the other side of the barrier 
poised to jump. 

“You either love it or you hate it,” says a friend of the 
flipping BASE jumper, who prefers being on the safe side 
of the railing. BASE jumping is parachuting or wingsuit 
flying for short distances, which increases the risk.

“Twin Falls has embraced BASE jumping,” a local 
told us. “They (BASE jumpers) come here from all over 
the world because it’s one of only two places in the 
U.S. where jumping is legal. They’re all just a little off 
though; adrenaline junkies. I know a woman who’s 65 
and still jumping.” The local hotels offer BASE jumping 
rates, and some of the jumpers stay four to six weeks. 

We returned to the bridge often for another adrenaline 
fix. Sometimes we watched the jumpers from the bottom 
of the canyon or just under the bridge. But the most 
exciting vantage point was from the bridge. On our last 
day, two female jumpers strode onto the bridge — the 
first we’d seen. They were very friendly and happy to let 
us watch. My heart beat wildly as they prepared their 
gear, then dove. “Girl power!” we marveled.

Basejumping off Perrine Bridge

Perrine Coulee Falls

Fishing at Centennial Waterfront Park
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Centennial Waterfront Park 
The zipline at Centennial Waterfront Park, less than 2 

miles from the Twin Falls Visitor Center, is an “amazing 
thrill,” says AWOL Adventure Sports owner Paul Melni. 
The company operates a four-line zip course in the 
Snake River Canyon. The longest line is 1,750 feet and 
reaches speeds of 45 miles per hour. 

“People really love that one,” he says. “It’s actually 
longer than the bridge with beautiful views of the 
canyon, bridge and Perrine Coulee Waterfall.” The 
coolest and least-crowded times to go in the summer are 
10 a.m. and 7 p.m. 

If ziplining doesn’t float your boat, rent one instead 
and kayak up the Snake River or picnic, fish or hike. The 
hiking trail to the waterfall is short and sure to get you 
drenched — a welcome relief during the hot months. The 
peaceful park sits alongside the Snake River. 

Shoshone Falls Park
Dubbed the Niagara Falls of the West, Shoshone Falls 

deserves all the superlatives it gets. Think breathtaking, 
awe-inspiring, beautiful, spectacular and even 
peaceful, because it rarely feels crowded. Strategically 
placed benches and viewing areas offer a variety of 
opportunities for sitting, reflecting and taking photos. 
The $5 vehicle fee includes access to playgrounds, hiking 
trails, picnic areas, boat ramp and swimming area.

Shoshone Falls is 212 feet high — 45 feet higher than 
Niagara Falls — and flows over a rim nearly 1,000 feet 
wide. Check on the flow of the falls before you go. At 
certain times of the year the water is minimal because of 
the reservoir upstream and irrigation needs of the valley. 
The park is open until dark so if you want a real treat, 
visit near sunset. It’s located just 15 minutes from the 
Twin Falls Visitors Center.

Twin Falls Visitors Center 
A stop at the beautiful Twin Falls Visitors Center is a must. The spacious 

building is glass on three sides and displays large interpretive panels of many 
activities available in the vicinity. Step outside for incredible views of Snake 
River Gorge and Perrine Bridge. Off in the distance you can see the Evil 
Knievel jump site. 

Just down the road is Elevation 486 located on the cliff’s edge 486 feet 
above the Snake River. Dine inside or out while gazing at the views. We 
ordered crostini with bruschetta and feta, Senegalese chicken curry with 
jasmine rice and Idaho ruby red trout. Hot homemade rolls with huckleberry 
honey butter appeared at our table.

Idaho ruby red trout, crostini and rolls with huckleberry honey butter from Elevation 486

Centennial Waterfront Park

Shoshone Falls Park
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Downtown Twin Falls
During the warmer months, the wide sidewalks on 

Twin Falls’ Main Street are dotted with patio tables and 
colorful sun umbrellas. The area is a mix of old and new 
with the Orpheum Theatre and other historic buildings 
next to new restaurants like Slice, Yellow Brick and 
Koto Brewing. If you’re a fan of macaroni and cheese, 
BLu is a five-minute drive from downtown by car. Dine 
on a simple white mac and cheese or try one of the 
restaurant’s more unique offerings.

Stop on Main Street for a scoop of locally made 
Cloverleaf Creamery ice cream or bottled chocolate 
milk at The Lucky Scoop, tucked inside a tiny section of 
shops. You can visit the actual Cloverleaf Creamery in 
Buhl, 16 miles from downtown for “the best ice cream 
in the whole wide world and chocolate milk that tastes 
like a milkshake,” says Melissa Barry, executive director 
of Southern Idaho Tourism. Browse the little shops 
in Buhl and on your way back to Twin Falls, stop at 
Kelley’s Canyon Orchard to pick your own peaches in 
the fall. 

Get the Wiggles Out
About four blocks off Twin Falls’ Main Street is 

Gemstone Climbing Center, the city’s first climbing 
gym — perfect for kids to get the wiggles out. Actually, 
the climbing and bouldering walls are fun for all 
ages. Gemstone also has an American Ninja Warrior 
course, hot yoga, a slide and is accessible to those with 
disabilities. After two hours, the kids still didn’t want 
to leave.

Twin Falls Hampton Inn
Its location just minutes from the Twin Falls Visitors 

Center and surrounding activities make the Twin Falls 
Hampton Inn a convenient place to stay. Rooms are 
spacious, beds comfortable and the breakfast buffet 
offers an extensive array of options like omelets, 
potatoes, sausage, fruit, bread, waffles, English muffins, 
juice, coffee, hot chocolate, yogurt and more. 

Aerial view of Shoshone Falls Park

Downtown Twin FallsGemstone Climbing Center

Smoked Trout Benny from Yellow Brick 
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The Utah Community Action Board of Trustees and Staff 
cordially invite you to attend the Head Start 

To be held at the elegant 
LA CAILLE 

9565 Wasatch Boulevard
$195/Individual or $1,950/Table of 10

Formal attire | Event begins at 5:00 p.m., dinner at 7:30 p.m.  
For full schedule and ticketing information, visit HeadStartBloom.org.  

Seating is very limited; contact Carla Frein at  
carla.frein@utahca.org or 801-214-3194.
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Side Trips Around Twin Falls
Ritter Island State Park. Ever seen a gravestone for 

a cow? There’s one at historic Ritter Island State Park 
with the inscription, “Herd Mother.” It marks the 
burial site of the pregnant guernsey cow Minnie Miller 
imported from the Isle of Guernsey in the early 1900s to 
start her successful dairy farm. 

Located 30 miles west of Twin Falls, the state park 
is one of five units of the Thousand Springs State Park 
system. The grounds are peaceful, beautiful and full of 
history. Visitors can walk the 2-mile perimeter of the 
island, explore the old barn full of milking equipment, 
picnic and take a short hike to Minnie Miller Springs. 

Hagerman Fish Hatchery. The Hagerman Fish 
Hatchery is close to a variety of fishing areas like Oster 
Lakes and Anderson Ponds. Depending on the time of 
year, the hatcheries may be swimming with fish or fairly 
empty. We were fascinated by the six-foot sturgeon — a 
prehistoric fish dating back 120 million years.

Snake River Grill. If you want to do more than just 
look at the sturgeon, head to the Snake River Grill in 
Hagerman and eat one. “Sturgeon is a very dense white 
fish that’s similar to halibut and has a mild flavor,” 
said our waitress, a big fan of the prehistoric fish. The 
restaurant also serves alligator, frog legs and a burger 
the size of your head. 

The Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument 
includes a visitors center located in the town of 
Hagerman and overlooks of the fossil beds where more 
than 225 species were discovered.  

Malad Gorge. Stretch your legs at Malad Gorge State 
Park just off Interstate 84, where you can view the 
canyon and walk along its rim. Views of the gorge are 
best from the bridge crossing the canyon. There’s also 
a short hike to see the fingers of the gorge where clear 
springs produce ponds and streams. 

Miracle and Banbury Hot Springs. Idaho has one 
of the nation’s greatest concentrations of hot springs 
with two nice ones located about 40 minutes from Twin 
Falls. The private pools at Miracle and Banbury Hot 
Springs make for a popular date night activity, especially 
followed by a massage. There are also a variety of 
outdoor pools of all temperatures.

Saying Goodbye
Our Twin Falls vacation came to an end at the 

Centennial Waterfront Park where the kids were 
watching a local fisherman named Buddy on one of the 
docks. He’d caught a handful of perch and was patiently 
showing them to the kids. They told him about their 
now-mangled fishing poles sitting idle in our trunk. He 
offered to fix them, but time had run out. “He’s a really 
friendly guy,” observed 5-year-old Ray as we left Twin 
Falls and its nice people behind. 

Thousand Springs Byway

Malad Gorge

Oster Lake
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TIME TO 
UPGRADE?
3 Reasons to Buy  
a Better Camera

By Mary Harper and Jens Nielsen

It is a poor workman who blames his tools.  We’ve all heard 
the cliché, but when it comes to cameras, it’s not always the 
case. You could be a great photographer, but your phone 
or point-and-shoot camera may be the cause of some 
disappointing results. It may be time to upgrade to a digital 
single-lens reflex camera (DSLR) or interchangeable lens 
camera (ILC). 
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Here are three common reasons why people choose  
to upgrade.

1. Image Quality
This may seem obvious, but there is a distinct 

difference in the picture quality between a real camera 
and a camera phone. Phone technology improves every 
year, and new features continue to imitate technical 
aspects of genuine camera settings like depth of field and 
high dynamic range. However, DSLR and ILC cameras 
are also improving dramatically. Larger, more sensitive 
sensors collect exponentially more image data making 
it possible to print your photos much larger. Images are 
clearer and crisper, and colors more vibrant. Dedicated 
settings for shutter speed capture either star trails or 
your soccer star in motion without any blur. Aperture 
settings provide exact control over the depth of field, 
so your bokeh (the aesthetic quality of the blur) is both 
realistic and intentional — by giving you exact control 
over the light on your subjects. 

2. Hero Worship
Often the frustration that leads to an equipment 

upgrade comes from trying to emulate a style of 
photography by an admired artist or on Instagram. 
Clark Little inspired many a photog to seek perfectly 
crisp wave curls and vibrant sunsets. And Suzy Mead’s 
unspoiled captures of childhood have broadened our 
expectations of candid snapshots of our kids. Neither 
artist could capture those images using a phone.

Companionship and mentorship are also instigators 
to upgrade. Shooting with another photographer, even 
in very informal settings, highlights the limitations 
of inferior equipment. Her sunrise at Mesa Arch in 
Canyonlands National Park is frame worthy, while your 
snap requires serious filtering to be worthy of your feed.

3. Building Your Brand
Hundreds of small business are created every year 

that need to create a visual and inviting brand story via 
websites, social media feeds and office spaces. High-
quality images are a must. Bootstrapping entrepreneurs 
quickly realize that the cost of hiring out photography 
and art direction is out of reach. Owning their own 
equipment can be a cost-saver and write-off.

Investing in better equipment can be both exciting 
and intimidating, but the upgrade process doesn’t need 
to be difficult. Identify as specifically as possible what 
you want to accomplish with your new gear; then 
walk into any photography store and ask an expert. 
Talk about expectations for price and quality openly 
and know where you are willing to compromise. Once 
you have chosen your new gear, ask about classes on 
learning how to use it.  

PICTURELINE 
305 W. 700 South, Salt Lake City, Utah
801-364-1200

Get to Know Your Camera: Part 1
Four-part class, two hours a week $149
Get to Know Your Camera: Part 2
Two-part class, two hours a week $49
Register online, or in-store

SLCC CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Miller Campus, 9750 S. 300 West, Sandy, Utah
801-957-5200

CEEI 0100 SLR Digital Photography: Basics
Offered by semester, $75
CEEI 0110 SLR Digital Photography: Beyond the Basics
Offered by semester, $75

ALLEN’S CAMERA
626 N. State St.. Orem, Utah
801-224-0006

Beginner DSLR
Held monthly at Orem location, $30 for advance 
registration, $40 week of

IDAHO CAMERA AND ADVENTURE
310 N. Orchard St., Boise, Idaho
208-377-3686

Saturdays, dates and topics as listed on the website. Free.

PERFECT LIGHT CAMERA & SUPPLY
2169 E. 17th St., Idaho Falls, Idaho 
208-523-6789

Beginner/Intermediate DSLR with Christopher Balmer
Monthly, two-day workshops, $75
Intermediate/Advanced DSLR with Christopher Balmer
Monthly, six-hour course, $89

Beginning Photography Classes



Don’t buy DIY.

“ I finally said bye-bye to DIY and got expert service at a no-surprises price.” Budget Blinds does-it-for-you. 
You relax, and enjoy a very exclusive combination of design-driven products, expert service, no-surprises pricing,  
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EVERYONE DESERVES A SAFE PLACE TO CALL HOME
For 28 years, The Advocates has been here for victims of abuse. Today we are looking forward to the 
future, towards creating a community free from emotional and physical abuse. In support of this vision, 
The Advocates is building safe, affordable, transitional housing in Hailey, Idaho.

To invest in safe housing contact us at 
208-788-4191 or TheAdvocatesorg.org  

Offering 24 hour free and confidential support and services

WITH YOUR HELP, WE CAN CHANGE MORE LIVES

GOAL $5.5M
$1.4M 
REMAINING

$4.1M 
RAISED
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HOPE LODGE

By Breanna Olaveson

Photos courtesy of Hope Lodge

The American Cancer Society’s Hope Lodge in Salt Lake City gives cancer patients and their caregivers access to a free home 
away from home during their cancer treatments. 

“Some of the individuals stay here for six weeks to three months, or even longer,” says Aimee Frost, senior manager at Hope 
Lodge Salt Lake City. “They have so much to worry about, both here and back at home. We are glad to be able to give them a 
place that they can stay and not have to worry about one more thing.” 

HOME AWAY FROM HOME FOR CANCER PATIENTS



There are more than 30 Hope Lodges in the United 
States, but the Salt Lake City location is the only one  
in the Intermountain West. The next closest is in 
Phoenix, Arizona. 

Help for Patients
Cancer patients who are older than 18 receiving 

treatment more than 40 miles away from home can be 
referred to Hope Lodge to stay for free during active 
treatment. The facility is conveniently located at 375 E. 
100 South, one mile from LDS Hospital and three miles 
from the Huntsman Cancer Institute (though guests at 
Hope Lodge are also treated at other hospitals). 

All patients who stay at Hope Lodge are referred by 
a hospital. “Any hospital that does cancer treatments 
is able to send us referrals,” Frost says. “They can go 
through the eligibility criteria with the patient and send 
in the application on their behalf, so the patient doesn’t 
have to worry about it.”

Eligibility is based on the patient’s treatment plan 
and distance from home. “There are no financial 
qualifications,” Frost says. “People working at the 
hospital listen to the patients and if someone asks about 
lodging, they can refer them to us.”

Home Away From Home
Guests stay in their own private suite with a living 

area, bedroom, full bathroom and a closet. Linens are 
provided, and laundry facilities are located on each floor.

“We provide some necessities like a hotel would, but 
we provide much more than that,” Frost says. “Not 
necessarily physically, but emotionally and mentally.”

The Hope Lodge has one common dining room with 
several kitchens. Each kitchen is furnished with pots, 
pans, dishes and utensils. Patients and their caregivers 
bring their own food and eat in the dining room. 

“It’s large enough that those who don’t feel well can 
sit on their own,” Frost says. “But there are also big 
family tables. A lot of guests sit at them, talking about 
their day and what’s going on. It’s just a time for them 
to kick their shoes off and relax and not worry about 
the stresses of the day.”

How You Can Help
Since Hope Lodge offers housing to its patrons free 

of charge, they are always accepting donations of 
goods, time, and funds. In fact, Hope Eccles helped 
immensely by leading the fundraising efforts to build 
the lodge in 2015.

Monetary contributions can be sent using the red 
button on the American Cancer Society’s website, 
cancer.org. You can specify that your donation go 
specifically to the Salt Lake City Hope Lodge.

Volunteer opportunities for both individuals and 
groups are listed on the Salt Lake City Hope Lodge’s 
Facebook page, Facebook.com/HopeLodgeSLC. 
Donations of physical goods are also accepted. An 
Amazon wish list with needed supplies is posted on the 
Facebook page.  
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October 12 \ Liberty Park, Salt Lake City
Register today at utah.bestfriends.org/events/strut-your-mutt

Thanks to our  
national sponsors:

YOU LOVE YOUR COMMUNITY. So, take action for the pets and people in it. 
Join us for Strut Your Mutt, the annual dog walk and festival for animal lovers and their 
tail-wagging companions. Just select a participating animal welfare group, and we’ll help you 
raise money to support their local lifesaving efforts. Sign up to strut today!

Lace up. Leash up. Save lives.

®
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Scott Pulsipher isn’t a typical university president — but Western 
Governors isn’t a typical university. 

Pulsipher doesn’t have a Ph.D. or a long list of accolades in academia. 
What he does have, however, is a strong resume focused on technology, 
customer service and business leadership. 

“My hiring itself gives you an idea of how unique WGU is,” Pulsipher 
says. “I don’t think anyone in their right mind would’ve imagined me as a 
candidate for the president of the University of Utah or Brigham Young 
University or something like that, but WGU is different.” 

By Deanna Devey

Photo courtesy of WGU

A Unique President for a Unique University 

SCOTT PULSIPHER

Student-centered Education
Western Governors University is unique because it 

focuses on student-centered education that’s affordable, 
accessible and competency-based. The nonprofit school, 
founded by 19 governors in 1997, uses technology to give 
each student a customized online learning experience.

“We focus on students, in particular those who aren’t 
served by the traditional model of higher education,” 
Pulsipher says. “We believe our institution can adapt to 
every unique individual as opposed to a standard model 
where individuals succeed or fail.” 

For Pulsipher, who has built e-commerce businesses 
throughout his career, the opportunity to lead the 
technology-based university was an ideal career move. 

“Given how technology is powering WGU’s innovative 
models, it felt like a great fit for me,” Pulsipher says. “I 
also believed in the overall mission to change the lives of 
individuals. That aligned with my own personal desire to 
make a difference in the lives of others.”

Fascinated by Technology
Pulsipher has a bachelor’s degree in management 

from BYU and a master’s in business administration 
from Harvard Business School. After getting his MBA, 
Pulsipher joined a startup company where he helped 
brick-and-mortar businesses take their sales online. 

“When I completed business school, it was the 
beginning of the heyday of technology,” Pulsipher says. 
“How technology drives innovation was something I 
found very compelling.” 

Pulsipher went on to work at Amazon where he 
started its webstore business, a platform that helps 
companies operate e-commerce businesses.

“In the four years I was there, we went from the 
launch of a brand-new product to selling it across four 
countries,” Pulsipher says. “It was fascinating to see 
how quickly it grew.”

Managing Growth
Knowing how to scale a business and manage 

tremendous growth helps Pulsipher as president of 
WGU. Since he took the job in 2016, enrollment has 
nearly doubled. Even so, WGU continues providing 
individualized experiences despite tens of thousands of 
additional students. 

“We endeavor to ensure that every student feels 
the whole of WGU is designed exclusively for them,” 
Pulsipher says. 

Of course, Pulsipher doesn’t meet the needs of 
approximately 120,000 students on his own. He relies 
on the 6,000 WGU faculty members and employees to 
do that. He believes his primary job is to motivate and 
inspire them to achieve the shared vision of serving 
WGU students. 

“To be a strong leader, you have to always be seeking 
honest and sincere feedback,” Pulsipher says. “You 
have to show you are taking it to heart and that you can 
change. That personal development is absolutely critical 
to being an effective leader.” 
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BEN BEHUNIN
POTTER, AUTHOR AND THE BEST 
THING SINCE SLICED BREAD

By Kenady Neal Ghent

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Some people suffering from a midlife crisis splurge 
on a red Ferrari or commit to a regrettable tattoo; Ben 
Behunin co-founded a porridge and bread company.

If you follow the Salt Lake creative scene, chances 
are you’ve heard of him. Behunin is a jack of all 
creative trades — throwing 16,000 pounds of clay and 
selling 8,000 custom pottery pieces a year, as well 
as writing 10 self-published books discussed at 400 
book clubs across the country. 

Despite these accomplishments, two years ago 
Behunin found himself at a professional crossroads. 
“To make a living from artistic expression is a privilege, 
and I never take for granted the opportunity to make 
people happy with my creations,” Behunin says. “But 
I felt like something was missing — like it was time to 
take the next step in my career.”

Ben Behunin’s studio

Ben Behunin’s shop

Ben Behunin
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The Best Thing Since Sliced Bread
While photographing Ireland on a trip with friend 

and graphic designer Bert Compton, inspiration struck 
the two in the form of soda bread — a traditional, Irish 
quick-bread with just four ingredients — flour, baking 
soda, salt and buttermilk. 

Upon their return, Behunin and Compton 
experimented with soda bread recipes. They envisioned 
bake-it-yourself bread packets so customers could easily 
make delicious bread in their own kitchens. It took two 
years to land the perfect recipe, and in 2017 the two 
founded The Bread Brothers.

“Baking bread can be intimidating, but with The 
Bread Brothers packets, it’s simple and tasty,” Behunin 
says. The co-founders released the bread packets at 
Behunin’s annual open house in May at the studio he 
built behind his home almost two decades ago.

Stairway in Ben Behunin’s studio

Ben Behunin’s new product, Potter's Porridge

Ben Behunin calls 
this the potter's potty.
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Breaking Bread With Porridge
Behunin also developed The Bread Brothers’ Potter’s 

Porridge in a packet — a hot, nutritious breakfast low in 
sugars and high in healthy fats.

The porridge recipe is based on one Behunin’s mother 
made when he was a boy. It contains seven gluten-free 
grains: chia, pumpkin seeds, quinoa, millet, sunflower, 
flax and steel cut oats.

“There is a connectedness that comes from eating a 
quality breakfast as a family,” Behunin says. “I grew up 
making porridge with my mother, and now I carry on 
that tradition with my children. We want to give that 
opportunity to everyone.” 

For each purchase of a Bread Brothers’ porridge 
packet, a packet is donated to the Utah Food Bank. 

A Career Half-baked
What’s next for Behunin? “It’s fascinating what a 

midlife crisis can bring about,” Behunin says. “I plan to 
live by the Quaker proverb, ‘Proceed as the way opens.’ 
I feel like there are still five or six iterations of Ben 
Behunin left to explore.”

To check out Behunin’s work and latest venture,  
visit potterboy.com. 

Ben Behunin works in his studio.

Ben Behunin's pottery
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Jake loved crabbing, but there was a problem. They 
live in Idaho. After research and experiments, they 
created a crawfish trap they could use closer to home. 
They launched Crayster after being awarded a patent, 
which is quite a distinction because only 10 percent of 
patent applications are awarded. Now they’re shipping 
the product across the U.S.

Crayster sells crawfish traps and gear through its 
website procrayster.com. You choose a trap size and 
style, and within a single outing you can catch pounds 
of crawfish. Crawfish are so plentiful that in many areas 
they’re considered an invasive species, so there’s usually 
no danger of overfishing. 

Mike Burrell invites his customers to become field 
researchers and send in pictures of their catches to post 
on the company website and earn prizes and bragging 
rights. He especially likes pictures of big crawfish.

If you’re not sure how to prepare the crawfish you’ve 
caught, a portion of Crayster’s website is dedicated 
to crawfish cooking with recipes and YouTube videos 
created by Burrell, his team and customers. 

Pro Crayster
PO Box 431
Iona, ID 83227
208-521-8026
www.procrayster.com  

SPEAKING ON BUSINESS 
HOSTED BY CHRIS REDGRAVE 
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings.

What started as a father-son crabbing activity in the Pacific Northwest 
for Mike Burrell and his son, Jake, has since turned into a successful 
business known as Crayster. 

CRAYSTER
Jake and Mike Burrell
Photos courtesy of Crayster
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Lantis Fireworks & Lasers
801-768-2255
www.lantisfireworks.com  

SPEAKING ON BUSINESS 
HOSTED BY CHRIS REDGRAVE 
See www.speakingonbusiness.com for radio listings.

Ken Lantis was only a year old when his dad, Merl Lantis, opened a small 
fireworks stand in South Dakota. Merl had a deep passion for fireworks 
and began expanding his business throughout the state. In the early 
1970s, Ken moved to Utah and started Lantis Fireworks — now a third-
generation business in operation for more than 40 years. Ken is at the 
helm, assisted by his daughters, Catherine and Anna.

LANTIS FIREWORKS
Ken Lantis
Photo by Kevin Kiernan

Lantis Fireworks provides professional fireworks 
and laser display shows throughout Utah, Nevada, 
Wyoming, Idaho, Arizona and Alaska. In fact, you can 
see its fireworks shows at the Salt Lake Bees, Ogden 
Raptors and Orem Owlz baseball games. 

In addition, Lantis Fireworks produces tailor-made 
shows for weddings, private events, casinos and 
funerals. They have a deeply loyal customer base with 
long-term clients who have used their services for 20-
plus years. Ken’s goal is to produce flawless shows, wow 
customers and leave the blast area impeccably clean.

He is also committed to educating fire services 
and pyrotechnic teams on firework safety. Ken is a 
professional blaster and tests fireworks for the federal 
government. This is truly a family business with most of 
his extended family involved in the fireworks industry. 

Photos courtesy of Lantis Fireworks
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Food Mecca
 Salt Lake City’s Hip Regent Street

By Gail Newbold

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

The Regent Street dream is finally about to materialize. 
After several years of delays, the tiny, once-neglected street in the heart of 

downtown Salt Lake City’s theater district is coming close to fulfilling its potential. 
Regent Street serves as a pedestrian connector between City Creek and the Gallivan 
Center and is a food destination for people attending nearby cultural events.

Three eateries are holding down the fort on Regent — Last Course Dessert Studio, 
Pretty Bird Chicken and Fireside on Regent. All are extremely popular, but the original 
redevelopment plan envisioned an entire street lined with food establishments by late 
summer of 2016. City code issues caused delays but are now resolved.

Lemon Stack from Last Course

El Pastor tacos from Maize

Acai Bowl and Avocado Toast from Honest Eatery

Regent Street
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Three New Restaurants 
“We’re very excited to get back to the 

original plan of a destination location 
of seven to 10 food options in an 
entertainment district,” says Bruce Lyman, 
director of leasing for Utah Property 
Management Association, which includes 
Regent Street. 

Not just any restaurant will do, however. 
Applicants were carefully vetted with an 
eye toward local, independent and unique 
eateries. Newly open are Honest Eatery, 
Maize Homestyle Tacos and Turmeric. 
Two additional restaurants are under 
negotiation. 

Honest Eatery offers healthy food 
options like acai bowls and toasts 
alongside items such as Brazilian cheese 
bread and chia pudding. The eatery is 
operating at the Vivint Smart Home Arena, 
but this is its first storefront location.

International Flavors
Diners on Regent will have plenty of 

international options including Italian, 
Indian and Mexican, plus desserts  
and more. 

According to Maize Homestyle Tacos 
owner Brian Noguera, maize (corn) is the 
quintessential ingredient in everything 
on his menu. “We have handmade corn 
tortillas from fresh corn masa,” he says. 
“Our quesadillas and fresh scratch-made 
corn chips are reminiscent of the streets of 
Mexico. The smell of fresh corn tortillas is 
incredible and eating them is an experience 
like no other. Additionally, we are 100% 
gluten free.” 

Maize began as a food truck four 
years ago. Its Regent Street location 
will be Noguera’s first brick and mortar 
restaurant. The vibe is casual-modern with 
vibrant colors and authentic smells and 
sounds of Mexico. “We want to make 
people feel like we’re transporting them 
back to Mexico with our food, smells and 
décor,” Noguera says. A few specialty 
items include lobster tacos, queso fundido 
featuring Mexican and locally sourced 
cheeses, Mexican street corn, and locally 
made Mexican ice cream bars.

Rave Reviews
Turmeric’s owners are excited about 

their restaurant’s long-anticipated opening 
on Regent. “Our food is pure Indian with 
a healthier twist,” says Arjun Shankar, 
one of five owners who also operate a 
successful Turmeric location in Draper. 
“The vibe will be casual fine dining 
with mid-range pricing. Our focus is 
offering excellent food. Everything else is 
secondary.”

Lyman is quick to rave about Turmeric. 
“They (the owners) really know what 
they’re doing,” he says. “During their 
annual vacations to India, they eat at  
local restaurants and get authentic  
family recipes.”

Salt Lake City’s Director of Economic 
Development Lara Fritts expects that her 
favorite eatery will always be Fireside on 
Regent, the first restaurant on the block. 
“The food there today is just as good as it 
was when they moved in,” she says.

Nearly Completed
Fritts likes to focus on all the 

redevelopment agency has done so far to 
renovate Regent Street and is excited to see 
it finally coming together.

“Our work on Regent is nearly 
complete,” she says. “And we’ve done so 
much. As you walk down the street, check 
out how the east-west mid-block walkway 
from Main Street has opened up sightlines. 
And thanks to the street’s revamped 
lighting and large-scale vertical illuminated 
guideposts at each of the block’s entrance 
points — Main Street, 100 South, 200 
South and State Street — passersby can 
now see into the middle of the block and 
have been much more likely to utilize the 
street on foot.” 

There are benches, planter boxes and 
outdoor seating for restaurants. A public 
art piece titled “Pages of Salt” by artist  
Ned Kahn is scheduled for installation. 
It will cover the entire north side of the 
Walker Center Parking Garage directly 
above the McCarthey Plaza, which serves 
as a load-in dock for the Eccles Theater 
and a festival space. 

Located directly behind the new Eccles 
Theater and 111 Main Office Tower, 
Regent Street has been redeveloped by the 
agency in tandem with surrounding private 
property owners. 

Chicken Sandwich from Pretty Bird



You know Niagara. 
But did you know that
her taller sister comes 
rushing to life every 
spring in Southern Idaho? 
Shoshone Falls is
212 feet of majestic, 
cascading, plunging 
beauty. The secret is
out about this land of 
waterfalls and other 
extraordinary park sites. 

Uncover Wonder.
VISITSOUTHIDAHO.COM

SUNDANCE  TRUSTS US TO 
DELIVER STATE OF THE ART 
AUDIO AND VISUAL FOR 
THEIR EVENTS,
ISN’T IT TIME YOU DID TOO?
Our goal is exceptional customer satisfaction as we provide video, lighting, staging, and 
audio for our clients events using the latest state-of-the-art technological equipment.

Call today 866-655-9898 www.wasatchav.com
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EIGHTH STREET
Boise’s Downtown Ticks Up

By Kris Millgate

Photos by Kevin Kiernan

The vibe is refreshing. The buildings are restored. 
The crowd is relaxed. The revitalized community 
scene on Eighth Street in downtown Boise is part 
of a conscious revolution that started four decades 
ago; right about the time Dave Krick parked his 
black Firebird on the main drag, propping up the 
hood to display the car’s polished engine. 

“I grew up in downtown Boise,” says Krick, an 
Eighth Street business owner. “I spent most of 
my weekend nights hanging out in front of where 
Bittercreek Alehouse is today, but back in the 
1980s that area was really struggling. Downtown 
was dead.”

Chicken Sandwich from 
Bittercreek Alehouse
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Urban Renewal Fairy Tale
“Things are going really well,” says John Brunelle, 

Capital City Development Corporation executive 
director. “That’s due to a lot of good planning by people 
who worked for the city and this agency in the 1980s, 
1990s and into this century.” 

The restaurant-laden street is pedestrian friendly. One 
lane of cars is permitted to simulate bustling activity, but 
a bike lane has just as much prominence and sidewalks 
feel nearly as wide as the road. There’s plenty of room 
to mingle at various eateries ranging from fine dining 
to pub, coffee house to taco shop — without shoving 
between traffic and patio tables.

“Projects like this take time to come to fruition,” 
Brunelle says. “They also take confidence from the private 
sector. When people like Dave Krick know they’re in the 
right place, we know we’re doing the right things.” 

Zions Bank Building Boosts Business
The new Zions Bank Building helped in the 

revitalization effort. It was built on the site of the 
historic Eastman Building on Eighth and Main after it 
burned to the ground in 1987.  

“When Eastman’s burned, I sat on my hood and 
watched it,” Krick says. “After that, it sat vacant forever 
then it was finally torn down.”

The Zions Bank Building is the tallest in the Gem State 
at 17 floors and impressively fills the Eastman void. When 
it opened for business in 2014, everyone noticed.

“In 30 years of agency renewal, property values went 
up 1,100% along the 10 blocks of the Central District, 
which includes Eighth Street,” Brunelle says. “We’re 
attracting businesses and residents who want to be near 
an exciting place.”

That percentage is a huge boost to Boise’s economy. 
Urban renewal is spreading through the rest of 
downtown, where you can see the Zions Bank Building’s 
lighted roof spike from almost every block. It looks like 
the city’s glowing exclamation point for progress. Krick 
lit up the day the spike lit up. 

“The day businesses started moving into the Zions 
Bank Building, our business increased 10%,” Krick says. 
“By the time it filled, we increased to 15% and it hasn’t 
stopped. I didn’t think one building would change our 
business, but it did.”

Krick’s three restaurants share one building on his 
Firebird corner of Eighth Street, but none are the 
brewery he hopes to open someday. 

“It’s a standing joke among friends of our restaurants 
that I keep saying the next project is a brewery,” he says. 
“I went to school in Germany to finish a brewing science 
degree. They gave me a master brewer diploma. We will 
open a brewery someday.”

Bet it’s on Eighth Street. 

Raised From the Dead
Downtown today is far from boarded up, and Krick 

still hangs out on Eighth Street, but with his doors open 
instead of his hood up. He owns three restaurants on 
the revived block: Diablo & Sons Saloon, Red Feather 
Lounge, and Bittercreek Alehouse. 

“I was thrilled when Eighth Street was remodeled,” 
Krick says. “I’ve always loved downtown Boise, but I never 
considered opening a restaurant here until the remodel.”

It helped that his brother, Dale Krick, is a chef. With 
Dale mentoring his little brother, Dave learned the 
restaurant business and became one of the pioneering 
forces breathing life into once-dead Eighth Street. 
Other business owners followed suit on the two blocks 
between Grove Plaza and Bannock Street west of the 
state’s capitol building. That’s just what the urban 
renewal district wanted.

Zions Bank Building Mural on Eighth Street

Vegetarian and Skirt Steak Tacos 
from Diablo & Sons Saloon
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A Storied History
The structure now known as The Monarch was 

unveiled in 1929 as a state-of-the-art auto shop and 
garage connected to the famed Reed Hotel (rebuilt 
as the Bigelow Hotel after a fire), one of Utah’s three 
original “grand hotels.” 

The Reed was a top luxury hotel in the West during 
its time, perfectly placed to attract a steady stream 
of cross-continental road-trippers on the scenic route 
through the Rockies. But rugged pre-interstate highways 
took a toll on automobiles of the 1930s, so the architect 
of the Reed conceived an attractive new amenity: a 
full-service garage. While dusty travelers refreshed 
themselves in the luxe hotel, their cars would get a 
similar treatment in the shop next door. 

As decades passed, the hotel was regularly 
maintained and restored, but later owners didn’t give 
the garage the same attention. A sequence of auto 
repair businesses moved in, then moved on. A few 
restaurants came and went. Eventually, the building fell 
into disrepair and was abandoned for a time. 

About 80 years after its unveiling, it looked as if 
the garage would soon see its end. Much of the space 
was unoccupied and unmaintained. The roof sagged. 
The few holdout businesses faced expensive repairs. 
Ogden residents heard rumors that the albatross 
would be torn down. 

Right around that time, Thaine Fischer first heard 
about the garage. 

A New Lease
“It’s like, there’s this building — it’s falling in, the 

windows are broken, people want to tear it down — 
but it’s got so much history, and it’s important to the 
architectural legacy of the city,” Fischer says. “So how 
do we bring it back to life?” 

Fischer Regan Enterprises, Fischer’s real estate 
business, decided to purchase the building with the 

THE MONARCH
CROWN JEWEL OF OGDEN’S 
SURGING CREATIVE DISTRICT

By Conner Newbold

Photos courtesy of Fischer Regan Enterprises

In 2015, Ogden revealed a plan to remake itself into a cultural hub to 
rival Salt Lake City. The Nine Rails Creative District Master Plan laid 
out a revitalization project aimed at turning large swaths of downtown 
Ogden into an arts corridor. Nearly five years in, the multimillion-dollar 
project is seeing increasing success thanks in part to an unlikely hero: 
an old parking garage.



A Creative Collaboration
Fischer’s plans went far beyond the simple restore-

and-flip method HGTV made so popular. 
“We really believe creatives need to come back to the 

center of the city and start creating again,” Fischer says. 
“So, we did a lot of work with nonprofit community 
arts organizations and the city council. We got input 
from all different individuals and perspectives.” 

During a nearly decade-long planning process, Fischer 
collected input and perspectives from the National 
Register of Historic Places, Weber State University, 
several community development entities, Ogden City 
and one of New York’s largest art studios — to name 
just a few. The connections paid off as the city council 
integrated the renovation project into the development 
of their plans to create the Nine Rails Creative District.

Through a connection with Ogden nonprofit O1ARTS 
the building ended up with its defining feature and 
namesake: an enormous, multi-wall, monarch butterfly-
themed mural titled “Monarch in Moda.” The mural, 
painted by internationally renowned artist Jane Kim, is 
one in a series of wildlife conservation-themed artworks 
by Kim across North America. 

While the working name for the building was the 
Hodgson — after the building’s architect — Fischer 
worried that with such a distinctive facade, people would 
simply call it the butterfly building. “We thought we’d get 
in front of it and call it The Monarch,” he laughs.

A Success Story
The Monarch will hold its grand opening this fall. 

WB’s wine café and coffeehouse will open late summer 
as will the creative studios, which are filling up fast. 
Events have already taken place in the venues. 

“Everything has really come together,” Fischer  
says. “There’s been incredible community interaction, 
and the project has had an impact that I never could 
have imagined.” 

aim of restoration and revitalization. Though Fischer 
didn’t know it yet, the reconstruction would lend the 
old garage a future far more glamorous than its past: It 
would soon become the creative hub and centerpiece of 
Ogden’s freshly-minted Nine Rails creative district. 

The final plan divides the 60,000-square-foot 
structure into 40 creative studio spaces, restaurants, a 
curated exhibition space and event venues. 

“The reason for creative studios is that we saw 
retail businesses having real challenges,” Fischer says. 
“We knew the future of retail would be tough, but the 
creative space was really coming online. We’re starting 
to see a lot of co-working spaces and popups, so we 
really tried to attract Ogden’s creative people that way.”

“Creative people” doesn’t refer only to visual artists 
and graphic designers, Fischer explains. The spaces 
will be leased to creatives of any caste, from tattoo 
artists to architects. 
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Jane Kim
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3.  Price shop medical procedures. 
Unless you work in the health care 

industry and are intimately familiar 
with billing codes, it is often difficult to 
predetermine the cost of a medical service. 
U.S. health care is notorious for its lack 
of transparency. Having said that, it never 
hurts to call first. Ask how much a standard 
medical procedure might cost before 
deciding on the service provider. Surprisingly, 
the same medical service offered by two 
different in-network providers can cost two 
very different prices. ClearHealthCosts.com  
is a great resource. Founded by a New 
York Times reporter, the website uses 
crowdsourcing to gather pricing data on 
medical services and increase transparency in 
health care costs for the average American.   

4.  Paying in cash may be cheaper than 
using your insurance. 

Many providers have several different 
prices for the same procedure: the sticker 
price, the self-pay/cash rate, the insurance 
company’s negotiated rate, a financial 
hardship rate, a Medicare rate, etc. Many 
consumers with insurance coverage say they 
have saved money by paying the cash rate. 
And they can use their HSA to pay for it, 
thus keeping more money in their pockets.   

5.  Make preventive care a priority.  
Finally, the best way to save on health care 
is to keep healthy. Eat well, drink well, sleep 
well and move often.  

How to Save on Health Care CostsHow to Save on Health Care Costs

Five Tips to Keep More Money in Your Pockets

By Maggie Hong

In 2018, a family of four averaged a staggering $28,166 in health care costs 
under an employer-sponsored PPO health insurance plan. Yet according to the 
2018 Milliman Index — which comprehensively measures the costs of health  
care benefits, including both premiums and the employers’ cost — the index’s 
4.5% annual increase rate was around the lowest in the 18 years since its first 
report was generated. 

Small consolation though considering that annual health care costs continue 
to increase by slightly more than $100 a month for the average family.

In addition to the astronomical costs 
shared by employers and employees, 
medical bills are hard to decipher,  
with consumers often surprised by  
out-of-pocket costs. While you may never 
gain the upper hand on the multiple 
players that determine health care costs, 
the following are tips savvy consumers 
can use to keep more money in their 
pockets.

 
1.  A high-deductible plan may be right 
for you. 

If you are a generally healthy person 
then a high-deductible health plan might 
make sense. Yes deductibles, or the 
amount you pay before insurance kicks in, 
are higher than traditional health plans. 
For instance, you’ll pay at least $1,350 
per person or $2,700 per family, but that 
is offset by lower monthly premiums.  

2.  Consider a health savings account. 
HSAs paired with a high-deductible 

health plan are gaining popularity 
because they help save a lot of money. 
Some people with this combo counteract 
the higher deductible by depositing the 
difference in premiums saved into the 
HSA. The beauty lies in the tax savings. 
According to smartassets.com, “HSAs are 
the only retirement account that is triple 
tax free: The money you put in is tax free, 
the money you take out is tax free, and 
the investment gains are tax free.” Some 
employers even match contributions. If 
you are healthy and never end up using 
health insurance, an HSA can grow into 
a sizeable stockpile later used to cover 
larger medical bills. It also stays with 
the consumer regardless of change in 
employer. Those with individual insurance 
are also eligible for HSAs.   
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Everyone wants to maximize their utility, or satisfaction, 
of a good or service. However, too much of a good thing can 
become bad (or at least less good).  

Imagine being hungry at the beginning of the day and going 
to a bakery. On the shelves are dozens of doughnuts. The 
first doughnut is very tasty and satisfying. Consuming it will 
increase economic utility. The second doughnut will also be 
satisfying but likely less than the first one. Consuming more 
doughnuts will bring greater overall satisfaction, but each 
successive doughnut will bring less satisfaction than the last 
one. Eventually, the consumption of an additional doughnut 
will lead to dissatisfaction by being full or feeling sick. This 
circumstance describes what economists call the law of 
diminishing marginal utility.  

To maximize overall utility, people want to acquire different 
goods and services. They do this by trading what they have 
in abundance for things that they don’t have. They do this 
through markets. The bakery is an example of a market where 
people trade money for doughnuts. The baker can then use 
the money to buy other goods or services in other markets.

When individual markets are combined, they can become 
large markets. The size of a market is determined by the 
number of buyers and sellers who participate in the exchange. 
While many markets are physical, there are also virtual 
markets. Traditionally, the New York Stock Exchange was a 
physical market where stocks of companies were traded, while 
the Nasdaq Stock Market is a virtual market doing the same 
thing. Amazon.com is another example of a virtual market that 
performs many of the same functions of other physical markets.  

Teaching Economics Can Help Kids Understand 
the World

There are many examples of economic interactions all 
around us. Helping youth understand them can not only 
illustrate how markets work but how people act and what 
motivates them. 

SIMPLE  
ECONOMICS
SIMPLE  
ECONOMICS
Preparing Kids for Success

By Robert Spendlove
Zions Bank Economic and Public Policy Officer

The Basic Principles of Economics
It’s essential for youth to understand a few fundamental 

principles about the economy as a foundation for further 
economic understanding. These principles include:

Scarcity. The most basic principle of economics is that 
the world has limited resources. However, humans have 
theoretically limitless wants. This forces people to make 
choices about the value they place on competing resources.

Utility is the value of consuming a good or service. It 
describes the satisfaction someone gets from having or using 
something of value.

Incentives. In economics, incentives motivate people to 
act in a certain way. Disincentives discourage behaviors. A 
common form of incentive is money.

Trade. Different people have access to different goods. 
Trade is a way for people to access those goods.  

Markets provide a means to exchange goods and services. 
They bring buyers and sellers together, either directly or 
through third-party brokers.

Efficiency. If markets are operating efficiently, they are 
allocating goods and services in the best way possible, while 
minimizing waste.

How Economics Impacts Us
Once kids understand basic economic principles, they can 

learn how people interact and how markets operate.  

A well-educated population is essential to the success of any society. Education 
broadens the mind and opens opportunities. Studying subjects such as math, 
English, science and the arts helps us understand the world around us and how 
it works. Building a stronger understanding of economic principles similarly 
helps youth understand the world around them and prepares them for success.
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Sundance Institute’s Summer Film Series returns 
with free movie nights in Salt Lake City, Park City, 
and more locations throughout Utah.

See the lineup at sundance.org/utah 

Summer
Movie Nights 
Are Back

Peggy Bergmann
Promontory Foundation
Red Butte Garden
Salt Lake City Arts Council
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UTAH ENTREPRENEUR CHALLENGE

Student Startups Compete for Top Honors

By Ali Hardy
Photos courtesy of the Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute

Student startups from a range of industries were awarded cash and 
prizes at the Utah Entrepreneur Challenge showcase and awards 
ceremony on March 30. From medical equipment to artificial snow — 
there was no shortage of ideas, innovations and solutions.  

The annual business competition gathered students from colleges 
and universities across Utah to compete for more than $100,000, 
including a $40,000 grand prize. This year, 153 applicants from 10 
colleges vied for an opportunity to be selected as one of 20 teams to 
attend the showcase at the University of Utah and pitch their ventures 
to competition judges. 

“The 2019 Utah Entrepreneur Challenge was a big 
success,” said Parker Andriese, a University of Utah 
student and chair of the Utah Entrepreneur Challenge. “We 
had a wide range of teams in different fields in our top 20, 
which made for exciting pitching on competition day.”

The Utah Entrepreneur Challenge is managed by the 
Lassonde Entrepreneur Institute, a division of the David 
Eccles School of Business at the University of Utah, and 
sponsored by Zions Bank.

 Top Innovations 
This year’s $5,000 third-place prize was awarded to 

a team from Snow College: DeGraw Custom, a metal 
fabrication company producing high-quality custom-
welded agriculture products, including a portable bale 
feeder that wastes less hay, keeps feed off the ground 
and is safer for livestock. 

The second place and $10,000 prize winner was 
SHERO, a startup offering a 100% biodegradable 
feminine hygiene pad. Developed by three female 
University of Utah material science and engineering 
students, SHERO’s menstrual pads completely 
biodegrade within six months of disposal.

The grand prize $40,000 winner was Brigham 
Young University team Thrive Smart Systems, who 
developed a completely wireless irrigation sprinkler 
system, eliminating the need for battery-operated 
controllers. The student team interviewed hundreds of 
landscapers to identify a pain point they could solve in 
the landscaping industry. 

Zions Bank's Trent Christensen congratulates Skyler Rowley, Aislynn Edwards, Bryan Brittain, Grant Rowberry, Seth Bangerter, Anne Bastien, along with Emily Reichmann and Parker Andriese.

Snow College students Cole Ruby and Kyle DeGraw of DeGraw Custom are congratulated by Parker 
Andriese, Emily Reichmann and Trent Christensen.



Thrive Smart Systems plans to use their winnings to 
further grow and develop the business. “The grand prize 
of $40,000 will go right back into the company, especially 
into developing the technology that sets Thrive apart,” 
said Seth Bangerter, co-founder and CEO. “We anticipate 
the funds will be used to move our product into the beta 
phase and eventually have contractors implement the 
sprinkler system in the ground by this June.”

Aislynn Edwards, co-founder and chief design officer, 
said, “Today has taught us that people believe in our idea 
and that motivates us to continue to push through to the 
next step.”

A Priceless Experience
Many student teams remarked that even if they didn’t 

win the grand prize, the experience was valuable. 
Blue and White Collar, a Utah Valley University startup 

founded by brother and sister duo Ben and Lizzi Perkins, 
may not have won top honors but they still walked away 
with $6,000 in other awards. Their business combines 
fashion, function and sustainability by designing and 
producing men’s performance dress shirts made of 
polyester from upcycled water bottles. 

The pitching competition — which is done ABC’s 
“Shark Tank”-style in front of a judging team of 40 
community experts and industry professionals across 
several rounds — can be just as precious to participants 
as the prize money. “We got a lot of great feedback, 
and I have a whole pocketful of business cards,” said 
Lizzi Perkins. “The judges and everyone here at the 
competition are so willing to help.” 

All 20 teams received an awards packet, which 
included $500 cash and prizes from Zions Bank and 
other sponsors, including banking, networking and 
mentorship support. Zions Bank is committed to 
enhancing Utah’s entrepreneurial ecosystem because 
small businesses create jobs, strengthen communities and 
make enormous contributions to the local economy.

Grand Prize Award ($40,000): Thrive Smart Systems
Second Place ($10,000): SHERO
Third Place ($5,000): DeGraw Custom
Emerging Entrepreneur Award ($2,000): True Adherence
Emerging Entrepreneur Award ($2,000): NALZA
Best Speed Pitch Award ($1,000): Blue and White Collar
Sustainable Business Award ($5,000): SHERO
Sustainable Business Award ($5,000): Blue and White Collar
Technology Award ($3,000): DeGraw Custom
Bootstrap Award ($2,000): DeGraw Custom
Prototype Award ($1,000): Freyya
Best Video Award ($1,000): Quantum Snow
People’s Choice Showcase Award ($1,000): Beacon Sleep Solutions
People’s Choice Online Vote ($1,000): Desert Oak Phototherapy

2019 UTAH ENTREPRENEUR CHALLENGE WINNERS
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SHERO's team of Amelia Heiner, Amber Barron and Aruna 
Dhungel receive the $10,000 Second Place prize sponsored by 
Zions Bank for their sustainable and biodegradable feminine 
hygiene products.

Seth Bangerter of Thrive Smart 
Systems makes the Speed Pitch 
for its unique wireless sprinkler 
system.

Speed Pitch and Sustainable Business Award winners Lizzi and Ben Perkins of Blue and White Collar  
are congratulated by Lassonde Executive Director Troy d'Ambrosio and Challenge Judge Chad Anselmo.

University of Utah atmospheric science students Peter Veals and Trey Alvey of Quantum Snow 
explain their product to local business professionals at the competition expo.
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UTAH BREAKS GROUND WITH 

By Amelia Nielson-Stowell Photos by Kevin Kiernan

Outdoor recreation contributes $412 billion to the country’s gross domestic 
product. It’s growing at a faster rate than the overall U.S. economy. But only one 
state had the foresight to see outdoor recreation as a boom for tourism, steward 
for the environment, source for recreation infrastructure, advocate for public policy 
and key for business recruitment: Utah. 

Six years ago, Utah became the first state to form an Office of Outdoor 
Recreation. Today, eight states have followed Utah’s example and established 
similar offices and, by the end of 2019, that number could climb to 16.

“Utah is letting the nation know that recreation is incredibly important to our 
quality of life,” says Tom Adams, director of Utah’s Office of Outdoor Recreation. 
“Our tourism numbers are increasing, our skier days are increasing, and now 
with the partnerships we’ve made through the office, the money invested into 
outdoor recreation is increasing.”

Recreation Drives Tourism
Outdoor recreation is an economic 

powerhouse in Utah, contributing more 
than $12.3 billion to the state. Public 
lands cover nearly 70% of the state, and 
nearly 72% of Utahns say they recreate 
in the outdoors.

Multiple state and national agencies 
manage different aspects of recreation, 
like the National Park Service and Utah 
Division of Wildlife Resources. Every 
agency has a different role in managing 
public lands, and none have a statutory 
responsibility for recreation. 

“We see the outdoor recreation offices as 
a convener, a way to cross those boundaries 
and help these divisions and state agencies 
work together for a shared goal,” says Bob 
Ratcliffe, National Park Service chief of 
conservation and outdoor recreation. He 
calls Utah’s recreation office “visionary,” 

OFFICE OF OUTDOOR  RECREATION
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Water jet pack at Jordanelle State Park

Paddleboarding on Oquirrh Lake

Wake surfing at Jordanelle State Park

Hovenweep National Monument
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outfitter, ski instructor and climbing guide 
“before people realized outdoor recreation 
was an industry,” he says. 

“Outdoor recreation continues to be 
one of the biggest tools for corporate 
recruitment,” he adds. In the last three years, 
10 outdoor businesses moved to Utah, like 
the Snow Sports Industry of America and 
Black Diamond’s manufacturing operations. 

“People want to be closer to the 
outdoor recreation they love,” he says. 
“Very few places in the world have Utah’s 
high caliber of recreation minutes from 
their cities. We are a mountain town with 
an international airport.”

Utah’s Office of Outdoor Recreation 
is hosting the Utah Outdoor Recreation 
Summit from Oct. 22-24 in St. George. 
The sixth annual conference features 
speakers, breakout sessions and outdoor 
activities highlighting Utah’s recreation.

NOW A MODEL FOR  
16 OTHER STATES

to live in Salt Lake or Park City. Outdoor 
recreation is much more at the community 
level than big tourism.” 

Consider that Zion National Park is 
the fourth most-visited national park 
in America with more than 4.3 million 
visitors annually. But 4.5 million people 
visit Salt Lake’s tri-canyon area each year 
— Little Cottonwood, Big Cottonwood 
and Millcreek canyons.

“We have some wonderful assets in 
Utah outside of the national parks, but 
there’s a lot of impact on infrastructure,” 
Adams says. “And if you’re not hunting 
or fishing, you don’t pay one penny of tax 
that goes back to conservation.”

Attracting Business 
Adams has a diverse view of the industry. 

He spent the last 20 years working for 
climbing brands. As a teen, he worked as an 

adding: “Utah’s office has really been a 
model for other states to copy.”

Saving Infrastructure
Central to Utah’s recreation office are 

state grants it uses to build recreation 
infrastructure. Each year, the office 
invests $5 million in these grants. Since 
its inception in 2016, funding has aided 
100 projects, including a ropes course 
at the National Ability Center in Park 
City, walkways and boat ramps along the 
Jordan River Trail, a bouldering park in 
Moab and a shooting range in Perry.

“A lot of people think outdoor 
recreation is what they see on YouTube 
videos of crazy mountain bikers and rock 
climbing,” Ratcliffe says. “But the beauty 
is in the incredible community trails — 
that’s outdoor recreation. It’s stuff people 
use every single day. It’s why people want 

OFFICE OF OUTDOOR  RECREATION
Paddleboarding on Oquirrh Lake Moose near Albion Basin

Hot air balloons near Kanab

Goblin Valley State Park
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The Last Word
By A. Scott Anderson 

President and CEO, Zions Bank

I firmly believe that any business is made better when it recruits, 
trains and supports women in their careers and efforts to achieve 
leadership positions. 

That is certainly the case with Zions Bank. A key reason for our 
success is the remarkable capabilities and leadership of our women 
bankers.

The cover story for the May edition of American Banker magazine 
was titled, “The Future of Leadership.” The article introduced 15 
women from across the United States who are emerging leaders in 
banking, all under age 40.

Women Leaders Make 
Businesses More Successful

We’re proud that Zions Bancorporation’s Chantel 
Chase, business banking operations division manager, 
was selected as one of the 15 young leaders. 

Chase is part of a growing number of women in the 
Zions Bank family recognized as key leaders nationally 
and in Utah and Idaho. In fact, I’m pleased to note that 
Zions’ women bankers have received more than 50 
awards and recognitions since 2015. 

Our team of women leaders is routinely listed as one 
of the top five women teams in the country by American 
Banker. In 2016, the Zions team ranked No. 1 nationally 
in the “Most Powerful Women in Banking” issue. 

A number of national and international studies show 
conclusively that businesses that welcome and support 
women, provide training and leadership opportunities, 
are more successful than those that don’t. 

One might ask, “Why do women need extra 
encouragement, training and motivation to become 
leaders? Can’t we just let it happen naturally?” The 
answer is that, historically and culturally, women have 
simply not had the same opportunities as men — for 
a variety of reasons. That’s the reality. A little extra 
support is absolutely warranted to help women achieve 
their full potential. 

I personally believe women should have a full range of 
employment and lifestyle choices. I believe the decision 
to be a mother and homemaker is a wonderful choice. 
But, the fact is, the vast majority of women in Idaho 
and Utah will work full time at some point in their 
lives. It only makes sense, for them personally as well 
as the success of the business, to help them use their full 
capabilities and reach their goals and aspirations. 

I want to introduce you to two remarkable 
organizations that are making a real difference in 
helping women reach their full leadership potential 
in business, government, nonprofits and wherever 
leadership is needed. 

They are the Women’s Leadership Institute (wliut.com) 
in Utah and the Idaho Women in Leadership (i-wil.com). 
Both organizations seek to elevate the stature and status of 
female leadership with programs to increase the percentage 
of women in leadership positions, close the gender pay 
gap, provide leadership development, mentoring and 
sponsorship programs, and recruit women to run for and 
succeed in public office.  

I encourage women (and men) to get involved with 
these organizations and support them financially. I 
encourage women who want to develop leadership  
skills or to run for political office to visit the websites  
of these organizations and check out their programs  
and opportunities.

I appreciate the great women leaders at Zions Bank 
and their contributions to the success of our business. 
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FOR YOUR GLOBAL CASH NEEDS
Zions Bank is for you.

Greetings, Jet-setter! Get ready to take off on your next trip outside the country by taking care of your currency conversion needs. Zions 
Bank Foreign Exchange Services buys and sells about 80 international currencies, so we can get you all set for your time abroad.  

Visit one of these offices offering immediate transactions in select foreign currencies: 
 

Visit any other local Zions Bank to place an order. Your order will be available for pickup within 2-5 business days7 
Initiate a request via Online Banking. Shipping and handling costs apply8 and are deducted from your account9 

View current exchange rates on our handy Currency Converter at zionsbank.com. 
To check the availability of a specific currency, call 801-844-7070, 800-818-0344,  

or email foreignexchangeservi@zionsbancorp.com

Ammon4 - 2540 E. Sunnyside Rd 

Boise Main2 - 800 W. Main St. 

Lewiston3 - 2997 Thain Grade 

Twin Falls4 - 1863 Blue Lakes Blvd North 

Pocatello6 - 1590 Yellowstone Avenue

 

American Fork6 - 606 E. State St.  

Bountiful5 - 5 N. Main St. 

Cedar City5 - 3 S. Main St. 

Cottonwood Heights6 - 7015 S. Highland Dr. 

Draper4 - 12271 S. 900 E. 

East Millcreek6 - 331 S. 2300 E. 

Farmington6 - 1663 N. Main St.  

Foothill5 - 1304 S. Foothill Dr. 

Heber5 - 20 N. Main St. 

Holladay5 - 4641 S. 2300 E. 

Logan4 - 133 E. 1400 N. 

Park City4 - 1483 Newpark Blvd 

Provo Region2 - 180 N. University Ave. 

St. George Main2 - 40 E. St. George Blvd. 

Salt Lake City Main1 - 1 S. Main St. 

South Jordan5 - 1622 W. South Jordan Pkwy  

South Ogden4 - 5635 S. Harrison Blvd. 

West Valley City5 - 2950 W. 3500 S.

A division of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Member FDIC 
1 Currencies immediately available at the Salt Lake City Main Office include Australian Dollar (AUD), Brazilian Real (BRL), Canadian Dollar (CAD), Swiss Franc (CHF), Chinese Yuan (CNY), Danish Krone (DKK), European Union 

Euro (EUR), United Kingdom Pound Sterling (GBP), Hong Kong Dollar (HKD), Japanese Yen (JPY), Mexican Peso (MXN), Norwegian Kroner (NOK), New Zealand Dollar (NZD), and Swedish Krona (SEK). 
2Currencies immediately available at the Boise Main, Provo Region and St. George Main Offices include Australian Dollar (AUD), Canadian Dollar (CAD), European Union Euro (EUR), Japanese Yen (JPY), Mexican 

Peso (MXN), and United Kingdom Pound Sterling (GBP).
3Currencies immediately available at Lewiston Office include European Union Euro (EUR) and United Kingdom Pound Sterling (BPD).

4Currencies immediately available at the Boise Main, Provo Region and St. George Main Offices include Australian Dollar (AUD), Candian Dollar (CAD), European Union Euro (EUR), and United Kingdom Pound Sterling (GBP).
5Currencies immediately available at the Bountiful, Cedar City, Foothill, Heber, Holladay, South Jordan, and West Valley City Offices include European Union Euro (EUR), Mexican Peso (MXN), and United Kingdom Pound Sterling (GBP).

6Currencies immediately available at the Pocatello, American Fork, Cottonwood heights, East Millcreek, and Farmington Offices include European Union Euro (EUR), United Kingdom Pound Sterling (GPB), and Mexican 
Peso (MXN). Currencies are available until September 20, 2019. 

7Some currencies may take more time. Shipping and handling costs may apply.
8Your account is charged based on Zions Bank’s current exchange rate for the requested currency, plus shipping and handling.

9Online orders are sent to the mailing address on record for your Zions Bank® Online Banking account. Foreign currency banknotes cannot be delivered to a PO Box.
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Be here for investments
Your safety at work matters, especially to your family.

Be careful out there
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Your construction project isn’t about a building — it’s about taking your business to the
next level. Whether you’re looking to develop a warehouse, recreation center, store, 
apartment, library or office space, we’ll focus on your short-term project so you can      
focus on your long-term goals. Easy, on-time and on-budget. That’s the R&O promise. 
We sweat the small stuff so you don’t have to, from the groundbreaking through the 
ribbon cutting. Give us a call and let us go to work for you.

WE SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO. 
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NIKKOR Z LENSES

NIKON’S NEW FULL-FRAME MIRRORLESS LINEUP

Being a commercial photographer specializing in industry, I shoot at a lot of interesting locations. My clients 
expect results regardless of the conditions. Nikon cameras and lenses have always been up to the task whether 
it be rain, snow, wind, dust, or reluctant subjects that make shooting a challenge. It is crucial that my Nikon 
products are capable of withstanding the elements and delivering amazing images time after time, and they’ve 
never let me down.

The good folks at pictureline have always been there for me over the years with great customer service—which The good folks at pictureline have always been there for me over the years with great customer service—which 
is why they continue to be my only choice for new equipment and rental gear. Nikon and pictureline are an 
outstanding team.   —Douglas Barnes

Since it opened in 1989, pictureline has been my camera store

WWW.NOWPICTURETHIS.COM

INSTAGRAM & FACEBOOK: @NOWPICTURETHISUTAH © DOUGLAS BARNES
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